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"The Money Machine" Will Give Your Station 
Up To $200 In Cash If You Act Before April 15th. 

You read it right! For a limited time only, we'll 
pay you a cash bonus ... up to $200... when you 
subscribe to America's new full service SALES PRO- 
DUCTION LIBRARY ... "The Money Machine." 

Why? We want you to prove to yourself that The 
Money Machine will pay for itself, and because we 
don't employ "on- the -road salespeople," we don't 
have to pay commissions. Therefore, we'll write you 
a check for the commission instead. 

How does it work? When you get your Money 
Machine, take a look at the exciting "image cam- 
paigns" (there are 13 in the initial shipment alone). 
Then, tell your salespeople you'll pay a cash bonus 
to the first person who sells an advertiser a long -term 
contract utilizing one of these super campaigns. 
They'll be able to choose from images for car dealers, 
banks, savings and loans, department stores, furniture 
stores, and just about any other type of advertiser 
you can think of. PEOPLE YOU NEED TO GET ON 
THE AIR RIGHT NOW. Sell these campaigns as they 
are (un- customized) or provide that client with a 

completely customized version at a very nominal 
cost (and remember, each campaign comes in THREE 
musical styles: country, MOR, and contemporary). 
They make the choice of the type of music they like 
best. 

Your salespeople will appreciate the opportunity 

of earning an extra buck or two (UP TO $200, AS A 
MATTER OF FACT!), and you'll be excited about 
the new dollars they'll bring in. Dollars that will 
most likely pay for your entire Money Machine ser- 
vice. 

No gimmicks. Almost 200 stations in all 50 
states already are using The Money Machine to en- 
hance production and create more "LONG -TERM 
DOLLARS." (Remember, your initial shipment also 
includes over 230 music beds, exciting seasonal and 
holiday jingles, and production emphasizers). EACH 
MONTH YOU'LL GET FRESH, NEW MATERIAL 
TO SELL WITH. 

But hurry... get your service started before the 
deadline, so we can write you a check for up to $200 
in cash when your subscription is approved. 

CALL TOLL FREE, and let's discuss how The 
Money Machine will make you money from the 
very beginning! 

1 (800) 251 - 2058 
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F ROM : Cal J. Bader, Jr. 
Program Director 
WCRV 
Washington, N. J. 

Thank you very much for the Novem- 
ber /December edition article, "The Public 
Affairs Time Bomb ". It has cleared -up 
many an argument at our station and, 1 

hope, any deficiencies in our P.A. 
Mr. Bragg made many fine points in 

his article that are very helpful to many 
stations in the U.S. ... in fact, most of 
your articles are of help to many, I'm 
sure. However, I must note that my inter- 
pretation of these articles may differ 
from other P.D.'s. Here's why: I've spent 
my last five years in this business trying 
to gain as much knowledge as possible 
and advancement. My experience has 
been on the small market level, and has 
given me the opportunity to observe 
many small market G.M.'s. 

It seems that many owner- G.M.'s 
usually try to hire the cheapest person 
available, thus excluding qualified and 
competent personnel who understand 
the business and the responsibilities 
such as public affairs. 

I have also noticed the same owner - 
G.M.'s take the attitude that his or her 
present P.D. doesn't have to see the Sta- 
tion License requirements; or, for that 
matter, anything else of importance. 

Additionally what I've noticed, is 
that personnel cutbacks, and format 
changes without the Program Director's 
consultation, usually happen to suit the 
owner or G.M. This, needless to say, 
creates total havoc. 

So, with these conclusions: a 

"skeleton" crew on hand, extended board 
shifts and low wages, the Public Affairs, 
and other station aspects are definitely 
reduced to the "dumping a bunch of bad 
looking tapes into the control room 
every Friday", and simply walking away. 

These are my personal observations 
and do not, necessarily reflect the atti- 
tude of my past or present employers. 
However, if the shoe fits .. 

Members of the Broadcast Industry, 
stop and look back at our local, small 
market level. See the growth that is tak- 
ing place and notice what kind of qualifi- 
cations are being accepted on this entry 
level of the industry. The faithful fan in 
our local small market audience accepts 
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us as we are, but, if he or she could see 
behind the scenes how we, perhaps, fail 
to meet our community committments, 
they would be greatly disappointed. 

FROM: Don Michaels 
Program Director 
KSTT - WHTT (FM) 
Davenport, Iowa 

I read with great interest your article 
in BP &P about stereo being hazardous to 
mono. I make it a point to always dub 
the mono side onto cart, but there is a 
problem. Many record companies are now 
doing one of two things: They are either 
putting the same song in stereo on both 
sides of the disc, or putting something 
else on the flip side and still have both 
sides stereo. What I would like to know 
is what do you recommend when there is 
no mono side at all. Your advice would 
be greatly appreciated. 

Dear Don: 
You'll have to live with center 

channel build -up unless you have a 
CSG unit of your own. 1 recommend 
requesting a mono copy from the re- 
cord company. They may not have any 
available, but if enough stations bring 
it to their attention, it will increase 
their awareness, and maybe the record 
companies will do something about it. 

Don Elliot 

FROM: Chris J. Cain 
Engineering Director 
WISM - AM & FM 
Madison, Wisconsin 

The recent article on stereo /mono 
recordings caught my interest. We are 
experiencing other problems with mater- 
ial we are receiving from the various re- 
cord companies. We originate formatted 
automation tapes for three stations in our 
broadcast group from W1SM. We go to 
great effort to provide the best quality we 
can such as: dbx encoding, mastering (not 
dubbing) each tape, using Grandmaster 
tape, SP -10 turntables, etc. With all this 
effort our sound is only as good as the 
quality of the pressings we receive. 

Within the last year it has become 
almost impossible for us to obtain what I 
would consider acceptable pressings. 
Many times when we turn to an album we 
have to edit a 13- minute cut down to 4- 
minutes or so. Some records we have even 
stopped playing because of the distortion 
present in every copy we have. (Andrea 
True record is a good example.) With the 
three stations we program we cover a very 
large part of Wisconsin and adjoining 
states. Is there any way we can receive 

better quality pressings from the record- 
ing companies? 

Dear Chris: 
Again, bring it to the attention of the 

record company. In the meantime, if 
you're too much of a purist, and you're 
not playing an established hit that your 
competition is, you 're only hurting your- 
self. Continue taking production precau- 
tions to get the best sound you can; but 
remember, the audience does not know 
why you're not playing a particular hit. 
All they know is, you're not playing it. 
The absence of the hit on your station 
makes the competition look like they're 
ahead. 

Don Elliot 

FROM: Robert Orban 
Chief Engineer 
Orban Associates 
San Francisco, California 

This letter concerns your article enti- 
tled "Caution: STEREO Can Be Hazard- 
ous T o Your MONO ". ... CGS is not 
mysterious: it is simply a pair of phase 
shifters arranged so that if the left chan- 
nel is passed through one and right chan- 
nel is passed through the other, then the 
phase of the right channel is shifted with 
respect to the left channel by a fixed 
number of degrees. This phase shift is 
essentially constant throughout the audio 
range. For the CGS "0 dB" position, this 
number of degrees is 90; in the " -3 dB" 
position, it is 120 When you consider 
that 180 is the total out -of -phase con- 
dition, then it becomes apparent that the 
mono sum component is progressively 
attenuated as the phase difference be- 
tween the channels is increased toward 
180. 

In FM stereo broadcasting, this has 
one peculiar disadvantage: the total mod- 
ulation stays the same regardless of the 
amount of phase shift employed (assum- 
ing we are dealing with a complex signal 
with left, right, center, and various other 
directional components). Therefore, the 
control of center -channel buildup comes 
at the expense of mono loudness: the 
sides are not increased in loudness corn - 
pared to the unprocessed case; instead, 
the sides stay the same, and the center 
is reduced. In the case of material con- 
taining predominantly center material 
(like most current pop product), CSG 
will therefore cost the mono listener 
almost 3 dB (or 6 dB, depending on CSG 
setting) loudness compared to the un- 
processed signal. 

The statement was made several 
times in the article that the center builds 
up 6 dB in the mono mix without CSG. 
The worst -case buildup is 3 dB with 

... continued, page 6 .. . 



reference to the stereo balance. This is 
because when the record was mixed, it 
was monitored in stereo. Assuming far - 
field conditions in the mixdown room 
(a questionable assumption), center mat- 
erial (i.e. material appearing equally, in- 
phase, on the left and right channels) 
will be perceived 3 dB louder than the 
same material at the same electrical le- 
vel on one channel only. If the channels 
are added electrically and monitored in 
mono, then the center material is per- 
ceived 6 dB louder. The 3 dB buildup 
in the stereo monitoring situation is 
automatically compensated by the mixer, 
who balances the tracks until the mix is 
correctly balanced. Therefore, the effec- 
tive center -channel buildup (compared 
to the stereo balance) is 6 dB minus 
3 dB, or simply 3 dB. 

For this reason, a 900 phase shift is 
all that is necessary to correct the balance 
in the worst case. 

It should be added that many control 
rooms where records are mixed place the 
mixer in the near field of the monitors; in 
this case, the acoustic center buildup will 
be greater than 3 dB. Hidley (formerly of 
Westlake Audio, now with Eastlake) has 
stated that he prefers as much buildup as 
possible (the theoretical limit is, of course, 
6 dB), and has claimed achieving 5 dB 
with some of his newer acoustical designs. 
In this case, the difference between the 

mono and stereo balance is correspond- 
ingly reduced. This indicates that the 
3 dB figure is by no means magical or 
even consistent -- it simply represents a 
worst case. 

My final remark concerns loss of high 
frequencies when a 90 differential phase 
shift is employed. Given two conditions: 
(1) That the record has been produced 
using usual panpot "multitrack mono" 
techniques and left /right phase errors in 
the recorder are negligible, and (2) That 
separation between the original tracks in 
the multitrack recording exceeds approx- 
imately 15 dB, then no change in spectral 
balance at all will be perceived. However, 
if the 90 phase difference does not hold 
accurately throughout the entire fre- 
quency range found on the record, spec- 
tral balance changes will occur (in a 
very predictable manner). And if a given 
track from the original multitrack re- 
cording is not perfectly isolated from 
other tracks, out -of -phase leakage from 
other tracks will cause unpredictable 
spectral balance changes in the mono sum 
of the stereo record. Of course, in the 
latter case spectral balance changes will 
occur regardless of whether the record is 
processed through 90 phase difference 
networks or not. Finally, differential 
phase errors in the recording medium 
(particularly cartridge machines) will 
yield the familiar "phase distortion 

swish ". If such a recording is processed 
through the 90 differential phase net- 
works, then the frequencies that are 
cancelled in this latter case will change -- 

but the cancellations will be just as deep 
at the new frequencies. Whether this 
change will help or hurt the mono quality 
is entirely a matter of chance. I would 
suspect that it is this phenomonon which 
is causing the change in spectral balance 
that is being interpreted as a "subtle 
high frequency loss ". If not, there may 
be some hardware problem with the CSG 
unrelated to its basic theory of operation. 

While high frequency loss does not 
have to occur in 90 -processed material, 
there is indeed (as observed by the au- 
thors) an unacceptable "phasiness" in 
the stereo reproduction which destroys 
the point- source quality of the center 
images and spreads them from left to 
right speakers. If the 120position is em- 
ployed, this "phasiness" becomes quite 
disconcerting, as it is not dissimilar to 
the familiar "out -of- phase" (i.e. 180 ) 
condition. 

The point of all this is that devices 
like CSG should be used with considera- 
ble caution in broadcasting. Their effect 
must be carefully aurally evaluated with 
each individual record. If they are used 
in FM stereo, the stereo image will be 
compromised and mono loudness will 
be reduced. O 
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Seattle 
Radio 

Part 2 

KING - AM Radio 
1090 kHz; 50 kw 
Format: Top 40 

An interview with Alan Mason, 
Program Director. 

BP &P: What is Seattle like ... from a pro- 
grammer's standpoint? 
ALAN MASON: From a programmer's stand- 
point, it's really fun, because it's one of the 
most competitive markets I've ever seen. San 
Francisco has two rockers ... but they're no- 
where near us. We're sometimes just a half -a- 
point away from KJR, or vice- versa. 

BP &P: Is the market changing? 
ALAN MASON: The market has grown up 
quite a bit in the past three or four years. The 
history of it is really strange. Up until the late 
60's and early 70's, R &B was just not a factor 
in the market at all. The white cover versions of 
all the songs were played instead. Black music 
was just not here. 

BP &P: Why do you think that was? Was it a 
factor of the population? 
ALAN MASON: Well, I don't really know. The 
black population is not that low here. All we 
know is that the programmers who were here 
before Steve West (ICJR) and myself, refused to 
play it. When we got here, we were faced with a 
situation where people didn't know the R &B 
songs, and didn't know a lot of the black music. 
"War ", by Edwin Starr, was never played as a 
current ... only as an oldie. 

BP &P: Is R &B a factor now? 
AM: What's happened recently is that R &B has 
come on gangbusters. People in the market 
think they've discovered a whole new type of 
music. 

BP &P: So it was pretty much a discovery of the 
white audience? 
AM: Yeah, The black audience knew it was 
here. There is an R &B station in town. Maybe it 
just used to be a prejudice thing. But there's 
really been a turn -around. R &B is really hot 
here ... hotter than a lot of other places. But 
this has also always been a very vanilla white 
market. Your vanilla artists, like the Captain Sc 

Tennille and the Carpenters, still do very well 
here. Barry Manilow is probably much bigger 
here than he is anywhere else in the country. 
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In the last issue of BP &P, we looked at 3 of the top 6 
radio stations in Seattle... KVI, Personality /MOR; 
KISW -FM, AOR; and KOMO, Adult Music. We now 
continue our profile of the nation's 17th largest city 
with a look at the programming strategies of KING, 
Top 40 (rated 4th, total 12 +); KIRO, News /Talk/ 
MOR (rated 5th); and KJR, Top 40 (rated 2nd). 

By Gary Kleinman 

BP &P: How long have you been at KING? 
AM: A year- and -a -half. 

BP &P: Was the station slipping in the ratings 
.. were you losing to KJR at the time? 

AM: Yes and no. The station has had its ups 
and downs, and had been pretty low. There was 
quite a gap between KJR and KING at the 
time. What really brought it on was the other 
program director just got burned out. He wasn't 
getting the asistance from the staff that was 
here at the time, and he burned himself out try- 
ing to do everything himself. He got to the 
point where there were no more tricks in his 
bag ... and felt like, "what's the use?" 

BP &P: When you took over the station, what 
was the first step you took? 
AM: The first thing I did 
nothing. 

was absolutely 

BP &P: Did you just observe? 
AM: Yeah. First I had to figure out what was 
going on here. When I arrived, the station was 
a little bit too oriented toward the younger 
demographics. It was pretty good with teens, 
but it didn't have a soul over 18. That was 
really a vast wasteland. So we tried to mature it 
a little bit. 

BP &P: In the music, or in the personality? 
AM: Both. And we succeeded in doing that in 
the first book. We spread the demographics 
out a little bit. The second book, after that, 
we won. And then I made a couple of dumb 
mistakes, because I didn't know the market 
well enough. We were without research, and 
just kind of feeling around ... 
BP &P: What kind of mistakes? 
AM: We did the wrong kind of contest. The 
music was quite a bit too loose, both in oldies 
and currents. I came from Portland, Oregon, 
which is a different world than Seattle ... and 
I was basically falling back on what I knew 
from there. 

BP &P: What kind of contest didn't work in 
Seattle? 
AM: A contest where there was a limited 
number of winners. A contest where we played 
up on the idea of getting out of Seattle in the 
winter . .. getting out of the rain and going to 
the sun. Everybody from outside Seattle thinks 
it's awful here because it rains all the time. Peo- 
ple in Seattle think it's cool ... they don't 
mind it. Our contest was a big knock against 
Seattle. It didn't do well for us at all. 

BP &P: Does that hold true for other markets? 
AM: Well, I was raised a good part of my life 
in Portland. So I was able to get a pretty good 
handle on that market. We did make those 

kinds of mistakes there, but I think this was 
just the case of not having the proper research 
on Seattle. 

BP &P: Being in a neck -to -neck competitive 
Top 40 situation, do you ever counter -program 
or try to one -up the competitiion? 
AM: Well, I listen to what everybody is doing, 
but I don't really counter -program. We just try 
to do what we do better than anyone else can. 
When I came in, we really tightened up the sta- 
tion . tightened up the playlist ... and I 
think that had an effect of the competition 
following along. The market has changed. I 
think a lot of people who were really into per- 
sonality have gone either to FM, or to KVI. 

BP &P: So, you don't consider yourself a per- 
sonality station? 
AM: We don't have loose personalities, but 
we're not looking to hire "jocks" anymore. 
We're trying to hire acts ... somebody who is 
unique and different. 

BP &P: Is that a recently changed philosophy? 
AM: It's changed in the past year- and -a -half, 
yeah. We don't hire "dime-a-dozen" people. 
Andy Barber, our all -night guy is a good ex- 
ample. You don't hear anything like him any- 
where else. He uses horns, whistles, slidewhis- 
tles, and puts the listeners on the air all the 
time. It's just crazy. That's the kind of thing we 
look for. 

BP &P: Are you after an entertainer, rather than 
a voice? 
AM: Oh, sure. There's got to be a reason for 
somebody to tune in. Both us, and I(JR, oper- 
ate on a tight playlist. When you've got two 
Top 40 stations in town that sound so much 
alike, musically, you've got to create differen- 
ces others ways. We create the differences with 
our personalities, our structure, and our promo- 
tions. 

BP &P: Who are your personalities, and how do 
they present themselves on the air? 
AM: We don't have a morning man right now 
. . . we're looking. Our all -night guy, Big Jim 
Martin, is filling in. He's an old pro ... been 
around for years . .. at FIL and KJR. He was 
originally hired to do afternoon drive here, but 
then went to the all-night show. He's just not 
into rockin' and rollin' in the daytime anymore. 

BP &P: Who's doing afternoons? 
AM: Rob Conrad. He was formerly the program 
director of our Spokane, Washington, station. 

BP &P: How does he present himself on the air? 
AM: He's very personable ... really gets down 
and likes to talk to the people ... but doesn't 
use a lot of time to do it. Instead of talking at 
you, he talks to you ... about things that 
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everybody can relate to ... things like getting 
cheated out of a dime from the pop machine. 
He has a couple of features he does . .. one of 
them is called "The Amazing Feature of the 
Day ", where he searches out some weird, off - 
the -wall subject. People will get on the phone 
and do short bits about it. He also does a bit 
around a plant he has. If somebody has been 
bugging a listener, they'll phone in his or her 
name to Rob and he'll feed them to the plant. 
You know, it gobbles it up! For a mid -day guy, 
he's really up. 

BP &P: A lot of mid -day guys like to back off 
and talk to the housewives. Do you consider 
mid -days to be housewife times? 
AM: It's the 18 to 34 year old female in mid- 

day. But we believe instead of reaching them 
with a laid -back, "Hi, how are you doing to- 
day?" ... why not trip along and have fun? 
Rob communicates with fun. 

BP &P: Some programmers feel that the house- 
wife just wants to hear the music ... and not 
necessarily be entertained. 
AM: I know from previous experience, that 
in Portland, Oregon, it's just the opposite. The 
laid -back guy does very well. But in Seattle, 
they relate very well to somebody that's up and 
sounds like he's having fun ... but at the same 
time communicating. If you walk into a crowd 
of laughing people, it's very difficult for you 
not to smile or start laughing. Humor is infec- 
tious. 

TO MAKE IT PERFECTLY CLEAR 

.... YOU NEED 
MULTILIMITER 

Multilimiter is the broadcast limiter that's designed to 
keep your sound clear, clean, and out front ... so you 
can REALLY listen to what you're hearing. 
The only way to judge Multilimiter is with your own 
ears. Call us today for details on our 21 day trial plan. 
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KING's program director, Alan Mason. 

BP &P: Who's on after Rob? 
AM: A fellow by the name of Dan Foley. He 
does short, quick one -liner type stuff. He's got 
a big voice and keeps things moving in the after- 
noon. He also gets a lot of information in .. . 

traffic reports, weather. He's on from 2 to 
6 p.m. 

BP &P: And from 6 to 10 is .. . 

AM: Andy Barber ... and he's really some- 
thing. He does a lot of features. He does pre- 
dictions. He has a thing called the "Barber 
Boogie Line" where people just call in and say 
what they want to say for about 90- seconds. 
That kind of thing is allegedly taboo at night, 
but entertainment is entertainment. You can't 
knock it. With Andy, you never know what is 
going to happen next. This week he has the 
cheerleaders from the various high schools 
around the city doing cheers and jingles. 

BP&P: He sounds like a morning man at night. 
AM: Really. It's along that line. And he's super - 
involved with the listeners. He even gives his 
home phone number out over the air, saying 
that if anyone has a problem, he'll talk to you 
about it. 

From 10 to 2, our all -night guy is Joe 
Cooper. That's a strange shift, in that he's 
actually trying to accomplish two different 
things. He's coming out of the night shift where 
things are still heavy ... truckin' along, rockin' 
and rollin', and then plays it down towards 
2 a.m. to where it's really mellow and easy for 
that time of night. 

BP &P: What kind of a morning man are you 
looking for? 
AM: Again, we're looking for a real entertainer. 
Somebody who can get out the basics you need 
in the morning ... lots of time and weather, 
yet someone who can still relate to the things 
you do in the morning ... taking a shower... 
searching around in the dark for a pair of socks 
that match. 

BP &P: Does having more than one strong per- 
sonality ever cause conflicts between the per- 
sonalities? 
AM: It did. One of our former guys quit be- 
cause he didn't like it. He thought the other 
people were getting too personality oriented 
for him, and he wanted to be the star. And we 
don't have any stars. It's really a team effort. 
There is no threat to anyone here. 

BP&P: How do you interweave personality into 
a tightly structured format? 
AM: You sit down with the guy and simply de- 
cide what he does best. And you divide up his 
time and the station's time. We're a more music 
station, and they don't mind the format restric- 
tions. We let them do their thing, and they let 
us do ours. 



BP&P: How is the music at KING constructed? 
AM: We play 22 to 28 records, depending upon 
what the week is, and what's available. Our re- 

search consists of a national airplay section to 
see what is going on in the rest of the country 
... and we have a regional one to try and get a 

little bit more oriented towards our area. And 
then we have a local airplay section, designed to 
really get it localized. We have the usual sales 

and request figures, plus we do call-outs to find 
out what people are getting tired of, or just 
plain hate. 

BP&P: Do you call people at home? 
AM: Yeah, random from the phone book. 

BP&P: Do you find that to be good informa- 
tion? 
AM: It's the best thing we've run across. 
There are a lot of songs ... the turntable 
hits ... that everybody talks about, . but no- 
body does anything to find out about. 

BP&P: Most research is based on the material 
that sells ... the material the public is already 
exposed to. Are you making any attempt to 
research new material that hasn't yet received 
airplay? 
AM: We're experimenting with a graphical 
response machine that consists of a meter that 
lets the respondent decide what he thinks of 
a song. Right now we're using a thing called 
the Call Girl ... it's a cassette machine that 
allows you to do three simultaneous phone 
calls. We play a part of a song, and have them 
rate it, 1 to 5, on the telephone. We test a lot 
of records that way, and we've found some 
songs that've come out of nowhere. Nobody 
was playing them on the air ... but they got 
really great response. It hasn't been wrong yet. 

BP&P: What effect does the tight playlist have 
on listener maintenance? 
AM: It works well ... but people don't really 
listen the long periods of time we like to think 
they do. We have two types of listeners .. . 

the short term and the radio freaks. The freaks 
listen a long time ... but they don't really 

KING's mobile disco. 

listen to the music as much as they do the 
jocks. And the short term listeners get to hear 
their favorite songs. With a tight playlist, it's 
not whether you're playing 22 or 28 records 

. . . it's making sure they're the right 22 to 
28 records. 

Part of our strict format is that we pre - 
pull everything we do. There's a program sheet 
where the jock lists the sequence of what's 
going to be played. At the end of a shift, they 
turn it in, and I make notes on it ... like, here 
are two MOR songs that sounded a little bit 
too close together ... here's a song you played 
Monday in the same quarter -hour as today ... 
or whatever. So you can play 28 songs and not 
sound like it because you're playing them in 
different places. Most people's listening pat- 
terns are consistent. If they listen between 7:00 
and 7:45 while they drive to work, you've got 
a lot of time to play different songs for them. 

BP&P: Are oldies an important part of your 
programming? 
AM: We play 50% oldies during morning drive 
and mid -days, and around 8540% the rest of 
the day. 

BP&P: How far back do the oldies go? 
AM: It depends on the daypart ... but they 
can go as far back as 1956. 

BP&P: Do you daypart your music on the basis 
of tempo? 
AM: Not so much just the tempo as with the 
overall sound and feeling. People don't feel 
like getting into rock and roll all night, or 
when they first get up in the morning. 

BP&P: So that's somewhat a subjective judge- 
ment ... are any other decisions made on that 
basis? 
AM: Well, we have a standing rule for the three 
of us who are involved with the music . if 
all three of us think a song is really fantastic, 
we'll go on it immediately. But that doesn't 
happen too often. In today's world you like to 
have some statistical back -up ... some reason 
to add the song, other than, "gee, - it's a 

great song." 

BP&P: Do you conduct any oldies research? 
AM: In our massive call -outs, we'll test oldies 
along with the currents. We test oldies we're 
worried about to see if they're holding up. We 
also keep a complete record of sales and chart 
action for all records from 1965 to the present. 
We also trade information with quite a few 
other radio stations in different cities. 

BP&P: Cities that are demographically similar 
to Seattle? 
AM: Not necessarily a similar demographic 
make -up. For instance, Seattle and Boston 
don't have many demographic similarities, but 
we sure do musically. Aspen and Denver, Colo- 
rado are two other cities that have a lot in 
common with Seattle, musically. 

BP&P: Has that information helped a lot? 
AM: Sure. Any piece of input that you can find 
that looks like it has some accuracy has got to 
be valuable. Just going by the seat of your 
pants is no longer where it's at. 

BP&P: How do you present the news on KING? 
AM: Through research, we've found out that 
news is not a very important factor on a Top 40 
station ... except in the morning. So we have 
morning drive news at 6, 7, 7:80, and 8 a.m. 

KING kite used in past promotion. 

During the rest of the day, the only news we 
have is at noon, 5, and 5:30 p.m. 

BP&P: How long are the newscasts? 
AM: Just seven minutes long, including the 
commercial content. And the news is conversa- 
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KING's production room. Studio walls are 
painted bright orange, a color which keeps the 
energy level raised. 

tional. People like to be able to understand the 
news and have it, more -or -less, related to them 
... not announced to them. 

BP&P: How do you promote the station? 
AM: With anything we can get our hands on! 

BP&P: With contests ... do you prefer to give 
away a few big prizes, ora lot of small ones? 
AM: Both. For instance, last November we 
started handing out a lot of $50 bills. In the 
middle of all that, there was one $5,000 winner. 
All they had to do was guess, through clues, a 
certain place in the world where the cash was to 
be turned over. 

BP&P: That's an expensive way to go ... are 
there any ways to conduct effective, inexpen- 
sive promotions? 
AM: We did one promotion where we just sort 
of blew up everything we had sitting around the 
station. We gave away everything from albums 
to a case of Rustoleum! And the reaction was 
the same. The people had won something ... 
and that's all they really cared about. 

BP&P: Is it possible to be successful without 
contests? 
AM: No, not here. The reason I get excited 
about the case of Rustoleum is the fact that it's 
not the prize that counts ... it's the fact that 
the listener has an opportunity to get involved 
with the station. We like to do a lot of listener - 
oriented things. It makes them feel it's their 
station. We'll put them on the air at the drop 
of a hat. We'll let them do our promos ... say- 
ing things like, "KING is number one in my 
book ". 

BP&P: What are your general philosophies on 
the production of promos and commercials? 
AM: Well, they're really two different areas. 
Commercially, we're like the rest of the sta- 
tion . pretty much up and trucking. Promo- 
tionally, we go just the other way ... medium 
to down -tempo ... we're looking for something 
that really attracts the ear at a low level. A 

Moog Synthesizer, high frequency bells .. . 

something that, even if the radio's turned down 
low, you still cut through. 

BP&P: How about public affairs? 
AM: We just hired a full -time public affairs 
director. Rather than go for all the 30- minute 
programs that are hidden on Monday or Sunday 
mornings, we present public affairs in one- or 
two -minute spots that run throughout the day. 
More people get to hear it that way. 

BP&P: How can you make public affairs a pro- 
gramming aid, rather than a deterrant? 
AM: It depends on how you do it. If you come 
on and say there's a lot of people starving some- 
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where in Africa, and we haven't done anything 
about it, they're not going to want to hear it. 
But if we present an easy way that they can 
help out if they want to . . not forcing it, 
but giving a number to call and leaving it up 
to the listener ... you're getting the message 
across, and you're not offending anyone. 

BP &P: What about special programming? 
AM: We do as many music-oriented features 
and specials as we can. We try to do most of 
them ourselves, rather than buying something. 
We do constant interviews with the acts that 
come into Seattle. 

BP &P: Who do you think should run a radio 
station ... the sales department, or the pro- 
gramming department? 
AM: As a Program Director, I'm bound to say 
programming. Although we are programming - 
oriented, we really look for what's best for the 
station. The station has always had a lowered 
commercial limit. The sales people know it, and 
they live with it. But we're always looking for 
what's best in the long run. We could "pros- 
titute" ourselves for some client or for a cer- 
tain schedule. But it won't help us in the long 
run. Two -hudred -fifty bucks in two days is no- 
thing when you compare it to 85,000 over a 
four to five week period. If a promotion isn't 
going to help the station, we'll have to tell the 
client, "I'm sorry, we can't do it. We'd love to 
have the schedule and sell your product for 
you, but we just can't get the time away." 

BP &P: What are the restrictions you put on 
commercials? 
AM: We look for something that's going to en- 
tertain, and strain out those commercials that 
are going to offend the listener ... either from 
a moral standpoint, or an intelligence stand- 
point. A lot of commercials flat out destroy 
any thought that the listener has any intelli- 
gence. They're insulting. We've refused sche- 
dules because of that. 

BP &P: The readers of this interview won't be 
able to tell by the black and white photos .. . 

but why are all the walls in your offices and 
studios painted a bright reddish- orange? 
AM: There's a lot of energy at this station, 
but that doesn't mean we go on the air and 
scream. The energy is 90% behind the scenes. 
I wasn't here when the walls were painted, but 
psychologically, the color orange raises your 
blood pressure and causes you ,to be a little 
more excited than normal. 

BP &P: Your office, too, is laid out in an open 
modular fashion. The walls are only six feet 
high. 
AM: It's thoroughly open. Anybody from our 

KING's open offices have 6- foot -high walls and 
no doors to help "take the edge off paranoia." 
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all -night guy to our request line operator can 
come in, sit down with me or the manager, and 
discuss matters. There are no secrets. There are 
no complete walls, and no doors. 

BP&P: Why did you decide to do that? 
AM: Paranoia is one of the worst things you 
have to worry about at a radio station. We 
don't sit here and whisper secrets to each other. 
We're always very open and out front with peo- 
ple. We don't want them running around won- 
dering if they're doing okay. Paranoia is very 
bad, especially in Top 40 radio where the turn- 
over is so high. I think our openness takes the 
edge off any paranoia. 

BP&P: Are there any other areas we haven't 
touched on that you feel are instrumental in 
the success of KING? 
AM: I'll just stress the fact that you have to 
have the right people. If you don't have all the 
keys together, the station isn't going to work. 
If anybody ever leaves this station, we want 
to be sure we replace him with the right per- 
son. We're going into the next ARB without 
a morning man because we don't think we've 
found what we're looking for yet. We're will- 
ing to sacrifice part of this book just to make 
sure we get the right person. Because in the 
long run, it's going to pay off. This is a long 
run station. Short term radio is just not suc- 
cessful anymore. 

KIRO - AM Radio 
710 kHz; 50 kw 
Format: News /Talk /MOR 
An interview with Bill Whipple, 
News Director. 

BP&P: How would you describe KIRO? 
BILL WHIPPLE: An electric security blanket. 
We try to tell everybody what's going on in the 
community ... things they didn't know they 
wanted to know until we told them about it 
Heavy local- oriented sports and news informa- 
tion. From midnight to 5:30 a.m., we run the 
all night service out of Mutual. That's a tele- 
phone call -in type of thing in a non-contro- 
versial format. And it seems to be very pop- 
ular with the older set, and also people that 
are night owls. It's nationwide, heard over 121 
stations. But this seems to fit in with all night 
service and radio talk format. We have some 
religion on weekends, late at night, and early 
morning. 5:30 a.m. begins our news segment 
. .. that's solid news from 5:30 a.m. to 9:30 
a.m. Four hours of solid news. We're the only 
station in the market to have that kind of 
block. From 9:30 to noon is "KIRO Contact ". 
Gary Christianson is the host. 

BP&P: What is "KIRO Contact "? 
BILL WHIPPLE: It consists of newsmen on 
the scene all over the city, calling in and repor- 
ing things that are going on. It might be Martha 
Taylor ... our contact at the Port of Seattle, 
calling in and telling us about a ship that's just 
come in, unloading 1,500 new Datsuns at Pier 
52. We're the only station I know of that has 
regular coverage of Seattle's suburbs. Our con- 
tact there is Dick Harris. Gary might say, "Dick, 
what do you have?" And Dick might respond, 
"I'm on my way to Bellevue. The Bellevue Park 
bond issue is failing to get a proper vote of the 
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KIRO's news director, Bill Whipple. 

city council and I'll be checking in with you 
momentarily. That meeting is to begin in about 
ten minutes at City Hall, and we're about five 
minutes away." 

BP&P: How many news correspondents are 
there? 
BILL WHIPPLE: There are about seven news- 
men out in the field during "Contact ". We have 
24 hour coverage in the newsroom. We have an 
editor with 22 people on the staff, just for 
newsradio. Gary's thing is letting the world 
kind of unfold before you. We are going to let 
you know what's happening as it's happening 
... but in between he plays some music. 

BP&P: What kind of music? 
BW: The music is MOR golden. There are stan- 
dards, plus some relatively non -controversial 
new releases. So it's a laid -back MOR format, 
but the key here is the information that goes 
with it. There is a lot of information ... but 
it's short ... .30 seconds ... or, at the most, 
a minute, if it's really something. 

I can remember, one afternoon, our re- 
porter Bill Boyd was on his way to a 3-car 
accident up on Capitol Hill, and he was des- 
cribing the three ambulances on the scene. It's 
a live report, and you hear the sirens coming in, 
when suddenly one of the cars' brakes fail and 
it rolls backwards, crashing into a store. In 
another case during "KIRO Contact ", a pris- 
soner in custody at Harborview Hospital had 
been shot. Our newsman was two blocks away 
when it happened. He was called by the editor 
and quickly arrived at the scene, able to give 
the full account. 

People are concerned about today's world. 
They want to know whether or not it will still 
be on its axis in another 24 hours. I'm sure a lot 
of philosophical beliefs have been shaken by 
the landing on Mars. I'm sure there is a lot of 
concern about all the trouble in the world. This 
is one radio station in this market that can keep 
people in touch .. - and that's our theme: 

"Keep In Touch": Using two -way walkie- talkies 
we're able to give that information live ... be- 
fore any other radio station has a chance to. 

BP&P: Are the stories covered in "KIRO Con- 
tact" handled differently in your regular news- 
casts? 
BW: After the story appears on "Contact" we'll 
file it, do a summary on it, and then later in 
the afternoon we'll have a fact sheet on the 
story with at least four actualities. That will run 
during the afternoon news block, which runs 
from noon to one o'clock. Then "KIRO Con- 
tact" comes back from 1 to 3:30. From 3:30 to 
7:00 p.m., we have another total news block, 
and from 7:00 to 9:00 p.m. is "Sports Line ", 
with Ray Cody, featuring sports talk and infor- 
mation. From 9:00 to 10:00 p.m., we feature 
"Pacific Pulse ", with Allan Ray ... that's an 
information talk show with studio guests. Peo- 
ple call in and discuss the subjects that are on 
our community ascertainment list. From 10 to 
11:30 p.m., we have another hour -and -a-half of 
news. Then from 11:30 to midnight, it's Garner 
Ted Armstrong with religion. Then at 12 mid- 
night, we go to the Mutual network, as I men- 
tioned earlier. 

BP&P: How does your programming change on 
the weekends? 
BW: On Saturday morning, we have an agricul- 
tural program, which runs from 5:30 to 7:00 
a.m., consisting of community agricultural re- 
ports with local flavor and consumer news. 
Then from 7 a.m. `till noon, we have another 
five -hour news block. At noon, we're into 
Husky football ... and that runs into a six - 
hour production. From 6 to midnight, we again 
have "KIRO Contact ", and all Saturday night 
we feature solid religious presentations . . . 

some paid for . .. some not. From 8:30 until 
noon Sunday, it's more news. From noon `till 
6 it's Seahawks professional football. At 6 p.m. 
"KIRO Contact" returns, and from 10 p.m. 
until midnight it's more religion. Midnight 
Sunday brings us back into our regular week- 
day programming. 

BP&P: How are your news blocks structured? 
BW: Basically, it's network news at the top of 
the hour, then we have a regional section at 
six minutes after. Sports follows at ten min- 
utes after ... then at fifteen minutes after, it's 
local news ... and at twenty minutes after, we 
have business news; then twenty -three minutes 
after is feature material and traffic. During the 
feature section, we run news that we feel is of 
human interest. At :30, it's more national news, 
and at :37, we start a special network feature, 
which may be Gene Shallit, Edwin Neuman, or 
even one of our own reporters. At :40 we start 
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with "Sports Line" again, at :45 another local - 
oriented newscast. At :50 we're into business 
news again, at :53 we're into another special 
feature section where we run four or five 
stories of interest. Then, at :56, it might be 
"Northwest Calendar", or a reporter may be 
assigned something he can't cover in 40 -sec- 
onds. At the top of the hour, it's back to news. 

BP&P: How many news stories can you effec- 
tively cover in one hour? 
BW: Our goal is 70 stories. If we're sharp, we 
can hit it ... but sometimes we don't. 

BP&P: What is your basic news philosophy for 
K/RO? 
BW: What we do in our morning news section 
should be the afternoon paper. We should be 
able to be ahead of the news. Yesterday is old 
stuff to us. Today is old stuff. It's tomorrow's 
news that we're working on. 

BP&P: What do you look for in a reporter? 
BW: I look for alert people. Now, what do I 
mean by alert? It might be a reporter who is 
going to a story, driving in his car, and he 
passes the toll gate of the bridge. On the toll 
gate, 5 out of 6 toll offices on the bridge have 
flower pots on them ... which is very unusual. 
Why were the flower pots there? That is some- 
thing you can make a story out of. The story 
unfolds before you. It might be another re- 
porter driving along, passing through an inter- 
section where all four corners are being torn 
up. Why? Well, as it turns out they were in- 
stalling new ramps for people in wheelchairs. 
That's a very important thing. Then the guy 
gets on the air, and you hear the jack -hammers 
in the background as he's telling the story. The 
tearing up of the street corners was probably 
planned 6 months ago, but there might not 
have been any way of finding out about it 
until it happened. It takes a reporter who's 
observant. But most of our reporters are ordin- 
ary guys. It doesn't take a genius to know that 
people are interested in other people. 

BP&P: How do you justify integrating music 
into your newscasts during the days? 
BW: Mainly because mid -day news radio has 
not been the best, I'm told, as far as women 
numbers go in the age groups of 25 to 49. 
We've come up in that segment in the last ARB. 
Especially with "KIRO Contact ". 

BPBiP: Are you after a mass audience? 
BW: Yeah ... our target is basically anybody, 
any age. As much as we can get of anybody. 
And we're doing well economically. This is a 
very expensive format to do ... the most ex- 
pensive in the market. But our sales have been 
out of sight ... and we're very happy about 
that. 

BP&P: Do you have any plans to go to a pure 
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POPULAR PROGRAMING 
SENTIMENTAL JOURNEY presents nostalgia in an enter- 

taining, informative and factual way ... designed to 
appeal to all ages. More than a remember -when- 

collage, the series provides a guided tour of the 
people and events that shaped those times. 

FLEXIBLE FORMAT 
SENTIMENTAL JOURNEY is packaged as 13 one - 
hour programs. However, it is designed to air in 

various program lengths without losing continuity. 
For example, each one -hour program can be 
broken into five 10- minute sets to be aired 

one -day -at -a -time. Or, you can group as 

many sets as needed to fill your particular 
time slot -it's up to you! 

PROFITABLE PACKAGE 
,3 SENTIMENTAL JOURNEY offers many sponsorship 

possibilities. Because of its universal appeal, 
sponsors will want to identify with the series. 

With a minimum of 130 perfectly -balanced avails, 
there's plenty of opportunity for the sponsor to 

get his message across. And your cost for 
the series is custom- fitted to your market 

i 

size and spot rate, to assure maximum profit! 
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more than meets the ear!" 
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KIRO's newsroom. 

news format? 
BW: No ... not now. We thought about it, and 
maybe we'll eventually get there. "KIRO Con- 
tact" seems to be doing very well . . . and 
maybe this is the marriage of both worlds at 
best. I hear that some all news stations are 
going to sports ... so there apparently are some 
purists who are dropping the purr news radio 
attitude. Look what happened to NIS. 

BP&P: What network, or networks, are you af- 
filiated with, besides NBC and Mutual. 
BW: Well, we just went back to CBS on Decem- 
ber 1, and we have UPI and AP Radio as back- 
up. They give us a good selection of actualities. 

BP&P: So, in combining news, features. music, 
and sports, your goal is to be entertaining 
rather than solely informative? 
8W: Oh, yes. We're very personal and very hu- 
man. The news host is very important ... his 
pacing, and his good vibes with the newsmen. 
They all have to be human. They have to relate 
to each other. Rather than the "cupped ear" at- 
titude, they talk in a natural, conversational 
tone. They're not reading the news ... but let- 
ting it unfold. 

BP&P: What is the difference between the news 
host and the newsmen? 
BW: The newsmen are here reading the news. 
The news host is operating the board, playing 
commercials, bringing in the weather, the traf- 
fic, the business scene. The newsman also writes 
the news before it goes on the air. For instance, 
Dave Stone arrives at 4 in the morning to do 
the 6 to 8 block. He's writing cards that have 
been provided for him by the editor, who's 
been here since 2 in the morning. 

BP&P: In presenting block programming as you 
do, what affect does that have on the listener 
who is interested in, say, sports; but not in 
business? 
BW: Well, I think we tend to repeat, and that's 
our basic strategy. We should be able to tell you 
what's going on in the world in 25 minutes. 
You have national, regional, local news, sports, 
weather, traffic, business. That pretty well 
takes care of it. 

BP&P: Are you trying to maintain listeners for 
more than 25 minutes? 
BW: Yes. And our research shows that we keep 
listeners longer than a pure news station. Most 
newsradio operations figure their listenership 
span is around 22 minutes. In fact, Westing- 
house says, "Give Us 22 Minutes, and We'll 
Give You the World ". The key here, basically, 
is our listenership is averaging about 1 hour and 
22 minutes. This shows us that we're on the 
right track. 

BP &P: As the hour progresses, are you changing 
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the news stories, or re- writing them? 
BW: We may use a different approach or fresher 
writing, but we don't change them. Those news 
stories are important and necessary. While 
somebody may find them repeated in the 
following hour or half -hour, it's a different ap- 
proach, a new headline, and different writing. 

BP&P: Being affiliated with a television station, 
do you get help from the TV news department? 
BW: There are 35 people on the news staff in 
television who help us. We all look up at their 
assignment board at 7 a.m. and find out what 
stories we might want to cover. In the mean- 
time, if we have a story that TV doesn't know 
about, we'll give them a holler and tell them 
what we've got. We'll share information. We'll 
share news stories. And all of the TV's mobile 
units are equipped to broadcast two -way on our 
frequency. 

BP&P: What is your philosophy, as far as 

writing news copy goes? 
BW: Well, it has to be conversational ... up 
to a point. But it also has to have the facts. 
Communication is the name of the game. We 
don't say ". . 750,000 barrels of oil will be 
transmitted from the pipeline beginning Oc- 
tober 31 .. We might say something like, 

. . Halloween's going to be different this 
year. It's going to bring 750,000 barrels of 
oil. It's going to be a treat ... but it might be 
a little tricky." That kind of thing . . it's 
more of a conversational way of getting into 
the facts. 

BP&P: So you're trying to deliver the news in 
a way that's easier for the listener to relate to 
BW: Yes, but it's always factual. And we'll 
never re- create anything that we're not a part 
of. If I ever find a newsman sending in a taped 
report with the Governor speaking in the back- 
ground, and the newsman saying . . . "I'm 
hearing the Governor speak in the background 
. .', I'll can his buns. We just don't re- create 
like that. Also, if a newsman has done an inter- 
view at, say, the public library, and if he brings 
the tape back to the studio to do the reporting, 
he's not allowed to say, "... this is such -and- 
such at the public library." He's got to say 
"KIRO News ". The only time he can say 
"public library" is when he actually did the 
report there. 

BP&P: How do you promote KIRO? 
BW: Basically, through billboards and through 
our own facilities. We have what we call "in- 
stant promos ". We have a tape in the control 
room that runs all the time. And when there is 

a significant news story happening, we'll pull 
a piece of the actuality out and write around 
it . . . saying something like, "At 7:06 this 
morning, if you were listening to KIRO News - 
radio, you would have heard so- and -so . , 

and then bring in the piece of the actuality. 
We'd then close by saying, "... news travels 
fast . fastest on KIRO, Newsradio 7. Keep 
in touch!" We'll play that promo for 12 hours. 

Other than that, we promote through our 
own television station. And, of course, the Sea - 
hawks and Husky identification is part of our 
promotional outlet. 

BP&P: If you had to pinpoint one thing that 
has made KIRO successful, what would it be? 
BW: Dedicated people. That's the main key. 
You can't do it without people who are nuts 
about this business. People who don't care 
about how many hours they put in. And it 
starts from the top down. People who have a 

sense of pride about them, who get along with 
others, and who are dedicated to good princi- 
ples of journalism and broadcasting. 

KJR - AM Radio 
950 kHz; 5 kw 
Format: Top 40 
An interview with Steve West, 
Program Director. 

BP&P: How would you describe KJR? 
STEVE WEST: Basically, we're Top 40. 
We play the hit music, like everybody else, 
but we stress personality far more than most 
Top 40 radio stations in the country. We 
support our jocks ... asking them what we as 

a radio station can do for them to build them 
into bigger personalities, rather than what can 
they do for the radio station. Everyone of the 
people I've got on the air I'm extremely proud 
of. They're pros and they're personalities. 
They're not just "more music, time and temp" 
jocks. We identify very, very strongly with the 
town. Everything we do is geared to the north- 
west. We're not a radio station that you can 
pick up and move to another city. We just 
wouldn't fit. We're unique to Seattle. 

BP&P: How can you work personality into a 
music -oriented Top 40 format? 
STEVE WEST: You do it more through pre- 
paration than anything else. When each of the 
guys goes on the air, they're extremely pre- 
pared with what they're going to do that day. 
I think there often is confusion as to what 
personality really is. Personality doesn't mean 
that you have to ramble on for 30- seconds to 
try to do a funny bit. You can take that first 
30- second idea, and through preparation, mold 
it down to 8- seconds, 10-seconds, or 12 -sec- 
onds, and the impact, I feel, is far greater. The 
jocks have the latitude to do a 30- second bit if 
they really want to ... but if they're going to 
take that much time it better be damned good. 

BP&P: Is personality necessarily equated with 
humor? 
STEVE WEST: No, not necessarily. I've got a 

morning guy and an afternoon guy who are 
both very funny. I've got a mid -day guy who's 
very warm and communicates with females ex- 
tremely well. His approach is not through 
humor, but more through sincerity and em- 
pathy for the people out there listening. My 6 

to 10 p.m. guy, Tracy Mitchell, is not a funny 
jock. His personality is built through the music 
he puts together, and how he relates to the 

Kill's Program Director, Steve West. 



music. Personality can be associated with hu- 
mor, but it's not a requirement. 

BP&P: What are the hazards of promoting a 

personality and building a loyalty or friendship 
on the part of the listener... if the personality 
leaves the radio station? 
SW: Well, the station itself also has a personal- 
ity as a whole. Each of the jocks, of course, are 
individual segments of the whole. We lose peo- 
ple. I just lost my mid -day guy ... he's gone on 
to be the new program director at KTAC, in Ta- 
coma. He had been with this company for 
about six years, three of which were on the air. 
His leaving was a loss to the radio station, but 
yet we have somebody new who is going to be 
as good or maybe even better. So the personal- 
ity of the station holds up our new guy, while 
he becomes familiar with the audience and the 
audience becomes familiar with him. 

BP&P: You mentioned most of what you do is 

localized and geared to the northwest. What is 

an effective means of achieving that? 
SW: It's done through promotions ... it's done 
through community involvement. It's done 
through public service effort. Also, through 
what we talk about on the radio. The things 
that we talk about are not usually national 
topics as much as they are local. You become 
topical through local identity. 

BP&P: What segment of the audience are you 
pushing hardest for? 
SW: What I really look for is the young teen. 
I feel that they're a little better at filling out 
diaries than an older teen. And, I look for a 
25 -plus married couple, some with children, 
some without, tb build a family unit. 

BP&P: At certain times of the day? 
SW: No, this is overall. As we break it into a 
day -part, we're after as many as we can get in 
the mornings. I mean, there really isn't a tar- 
get. During mid -days, we're looking at the 
housewife, being very careful not to exclude 
the male. In afternoon drive, we're lboking at a 
combination of a teen, and 18 -plus, with a max- 
imum of about 30 or 34. At night, between 6 
and 8 p.m, we're looking strictly at teens. Be- 
tween 8 and 10, there's a transistion period and 
the audience tends to get a little bit older. By 
the time 10 p.m. rolls around, we're looking at 
20 -plus. 

BP&P: How does your programming change to 
effectively reach those different kinds of peo- 
ple? 
SW: Music, of course, is the foundation. 

BP&P: Does the personality approach change? 
SW: Yes, it does. Very definitely. 

BP&P: Can you give some examples of the dif- 
ferences? 
SW: Well, this goes back to where the jock is 
targeting his personality approach and the 
appeal of the music,. We're very, very strict on 
day -parting music. Well have records on the air 
that maybe only get played between 6:30 and 
8:30 p.m. That's the only part of the day 
you're going to hear that record. There will be 
another record that maybe is played only be- 
tween 10 at night and 6 in the morning. Or, 
there might be a record this is specifically ruled 
out between 6 and 10 p.m. 

BP&P: How do the jocks change their ap- 
proach? 
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SW: Okay, let's take the case of Tracy Mitchell 
who's on from 6 to 10 at night. His content be- 
tween 6 and 8 p.m. is very teen oriented. But 
Tracy's also 25 years old, and knows how to 
relate to an 18 to 24 year old very well. He's 
extremely good with music, and so as he moves 
the music between 8 and 10 p.m., he's also 
moving his approach as a jock along those same 
lines. He becomes more mature on the air. 

BP&P: What does XJR consist of musically? 

SW: Basically, depending upon the day part, 
we range about 50% current hits, and 50% 
oldies. 

BP&P: Is that the maximum, 50% oldies? 
SW: Well, it's the general average ... a little 
bit higher in mid -days, a little bit less in after- 
noons and evenings. It's not a great change, 
but enough to make a difference. Current re- 
cords are on a play list of about 25. That will 
vary, depending upon what we're looking for 
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KJR air personality, Coby McCloud. 

in a particular week, or maybe what's available 
within a given week. My concern is not singles, 
or album cuts, as much as it is the songs them- 
selves. Most of the people who listen to the 
radio don't buy everything they hear. I don't 
think they know that it's a single or it's an 
album. All they know is that it's a song, and 
they either like it or dislike it. When we add a 
record, it has to fit with the image of KJR. In 
doing research, it's easy to get information on 
singles sales. It gives us a guideline as to whe- 
ther our judgement is right or wrong. Album 
sales research is more difficult because we 
don't know which song inspired the person to 
buy the album. We have a problem determining 
if they bought the album because of a song 
we're playing from it, or a song the FM's are 
playing from it. It varies all the time. 

BP&P: Being tighter formatted than the FM's 
... do album cuts ever give you any problems? 
SW: Well, we're very concerned about how mat- 
erial is presented on the air. Even though album 
cuts are sometimes better than the edited single, 
the album versions are too long for us to play. 
So we'll do our own edits. As an example, 
"This Masquerade ", by George Benson, was the 
number one selling album in Seattle for six 
weeks in a row. The album version was a lot 
longer, yet a lot better than the single. The al- 

bum version is very hard for us to play because 
of our commercial load, but I felt that the aud- 
ience was cheated a little bit with the single. We 

did our own edit which ended up 45- seconds 
longer than the single was. But it was also 45- 
seconds tastier. 

BP&P: So you end up with a version slightly 
different than anybody else. 
SW: Yes, but I wouldn't do it only for the sake 
of being different. I do it for the sake of being 
better. 

BP&P- What kinds of oldies do you program? 
SW: Basically, our oldies are from 1970 to the 
present with the exception of some old Beatles 
stuff, old things by the Stones, and some super 
big hits that haven't really lost anything over a 

period of time. 

BP&P: How many records would you say you 
add each week? 
SW: Two. There are usually two full time sin- 
gles. No ... let's forget the word single. There 
are usually two songs added in full time rota- 
tion. 

BP&P: It could be an album cut? 
SW: Yeah, it could be But the album cut is 

going to have to be very, very big. You have to 
remember, too, that most singles are also album 
cuts. But we also have approximately two 
album cuts added into our album rotation that 
begins after 6 p.m. 



BP &P: So after 6, you integrate more album 
music into your rotation? 
SW: Yeah. We run usually a total of 8 to 10 
album cuts. 

BP &P: What are the effects of a "tight" play - 
list on the lengevity of a listener? 
SW: Well, I think it's how you present it. I'm 
after a loyalty factor more than anything else. 
We don't do big money give -aways or try to 
buy an audience. We promote with contests 
that have a lot of small winners, rather than 
one big $20,000 winner. I don't like the idea 
of trying to buy an audience. I want big ratings, 
but I want somebody to fill out an ARB diary 
in favor of KJR because they liked the radio 
station. That's more important to me. KJR has 
been an important factor in this market for 
15 -20 years. Our goal is one of longevity .. . 

not get rich quick overnight. 

BP&P: What is the shortest time span between 
your highest rotated record being repeated? 
SW: About 2 hours and 20 minutes is the tight- 
est rotation. But once again, I think a lot of it 
goes back to oldies. We play a high percentage 
of oldies, but we do it because those records are 
probably more familiar than your current num- 
ber one record. And yet there's enough of them 
that you can have a bigger rotation. So it's not 
a monotonous thing to listen to. 

BP&P: Some stations build their oldies on past 
number one records. The fact that a record was 
number one in 1972 reflected the listener's 
taste at that point in time. Is there any way to 
determine if those songs have worn out by now 

. or, if people still want to hear them? 
SW: To answer the question, we do it strictly 
by feel. I don't necessarily care whether the 
record was number one, or whether it was num- 
ber ten. That is a guideline. It makes it easy 
to look at records if you go back to pull out old 
charts. But our oldies are programmed because 
I particularly feel they are what I want the sta- 
tion to be. Overall, the station is an expression 
of my feelings ... what I believe to be right. 
So, the reason I have oldies in a rotation or a 
particular day -part, is because I feel it should 
be there, and not necessarily because it was 
number one or number thirty. 

BP &P: So you program your station from a 
humanistic standpoint, rather than solely from 
facts and figures. 
SW: Yes, very, very definitely. 

BP &P: Do you listen to a lot of the new pro- 
duct that's released? 
SW: No, I really don't. As far as national hit 
records go, I'm slow on them for the most part. 
I wait. I wait until they're a proven record. I 

KJFj's remodeling plans include new air, news, 
and production studios, shown under construc- 
tion. 

don't trust my own ear in adding new product. 
I do trust my ears, however, once the product 
is added in the rotation I want. 

BP &P: Do you refer to national charts when 
adding new product? 
SW: Oh, yeah. There are a lot of stations I 

track because of markets that are similar. Min- 
neapolis is proving to be very close to Seattle 
in audience attitude. So I watch the Minneapo- 
lis stations. But so many of the major markets 
right now are sitting with only one Top 40 sta- 
tion, and that makes the market hard to judge. 
You can play almost any record and have some 
success with it when you are the only ballgame 
in town. 

BP &P: Which charts do you find most infor- 
mative? 
SW: I watch Gavin and R &R as far as the week. 
ly sheets go. Of the magazines, I find Record 
World to be the most -trusted. I am impressed 
with some of the new things that Cashbox has 
just started doing as far as making a really easy 
way to look at a record and see what it's doing 
nationally. 

BP &P: Being that you wait and see what is 
happening with product in other markets, 
wouldn't that tend to keep Seattle a little bit 
behind, musically? 
SW: Seattle has had a reputation for years as 
being a breakout market. At one time in my 
career, I believed that was a good thing to do. 
I don't believe that anymore. I've matured a 
little bit past that. 

BP &P: Why? 
SW: Because it was fun getting gold records, 
once. Now I realize that my job is not to get 
gold records ... my job is to make this radio 
station a winner. And, usually the two don't go 
hand -in -hand. 

BP &P: You mentioned that this market is sim- 
ilar to Minneapolis? What characterizes this 
market? 
SW: The people here are a little bit slower in 
their daily pace. We're a very friendly market. 
You go in to a strange service station and the 
guy takes the time to smile as he washes your 
windows. You go into a grocery store and the 
clerk smiles at you and asks you how every- 
thing is going today. And, like I say, we're 
slower. I suppose I could always use as an ex- 
ample . . our freeway system, which is not 
the best in the world. For those people who 
don't quite understand how Seattle is situated, 
we have a big body of water to the west and we 
have a lake that's 50 miles around to the east. 
A hundred- and -fifty- thousand people live on 
the east side of the lake, and the only way to 
get across the lake is on one of two floating 
bridges. During the traffic times they're extre- 
mely tied up, yet nobody tries to ace anybody 
out. Nobody honks or growls ... it's like shuf- 
fling a deck of cards. 

BP&P: Is there a significant drivetime audience 
here? 
SW: Very definitely. Once again, a lot of it is 

because of the freeway system. I program dur- 
ing drivetimes to half -hour segments. The aver- 
age commute time is 25 minutes in Seattle. And 
so during the drivetimes, we look at strictly the 
mobile audience as our target. 

BP &P: Do you increase traffic information 
during drivetimes? 

KJR's logo. 

SW: No, because that goes back again as a 
unique situation,.too. If the floating bridges 
are jammed up ... they're jammed up. There 
is no alternate route, so you really don't have 
to rely on traffic. 

BP &P: How, then, do you program differently 
to your drivetime audience? 
SW: That is in the content of what the jock is 
doing on the air during that particular time. In 
other words, who his target is and who he's 
talking to at that time is the commuter. 

BP &P: What promotions have you done lately? 
SW: We arranged V.I.P. seating for 50 people to 
go to a recent Linda Ronstadt, Eagles concert, 
courtesy of KJR and Elecktra Records. Eleck- 
tra had specially made T- shirts printed up that 
said, "Concerts -West presents the Eagles, Linda 
Ronstadt ", and on the back was the KJR logo 
and the Elecktra -Asylum logo. Each of these 
fifty winners won a pair of tickets to go sec the 
show in V.I.P. seating, plus a T -shirt and the 
complete Eagles and Linda Ronstadt catalogs. 

I spent eight years in the concert business, 
so I know concert promoters really like to give 
away a lot of tickets. When you're giving people 
the chance to win free tickets on the radio, 
they're less likely to go out and buy them. So 
to solve any hesitation on the part of the pro- 
moters to give away tickets, we tell our listeners 
that if they've already bought tickets, we'll buy 
them back if they win. That doesn't discourage 
ticket sales ahead of time. So you try to make 
the thing work well for the concert promoter; 
work well for the record label; and work well 
for the radio station and its listeners. 

BP &P: With all the competition in radio . . . 

promotions going on all the time ... fantastic 
prizes being given away on TV game shows all 
day long ... do you think a contest or chance 
to win something really has a worthwhile affect 
on the listener? 
SW: Well, I look at promotions as being three- 
fold. Many of us in radio were brought up to 
think of promotions as a necessity. And, in a 
way, I think they arc; I'm not sure to what 
extent. So, I do use promotions to build an 
excitement to the audience. Not necessarily, 
let's say, to a winner. The entire audience feels 
the excitement whether or not they participa- 
ted in the contest. I also use it to create a con- 
sistency in the station so that we are in one way 
the same, even though we're different through 
personalities 24 hours a day. And the third 
thing is the jocks ... and that goes back to 
those of us who were brought up in radio. The 
jocks feel that contests and winning are impor- 
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KJR's News Director, Les Parsons in newsroom. 

tant . so we llave contests to satisfy and ex- 
cite the inner staff as well. 

BP &P: What affect do contests have on the 
average listener... the non - participant? 
SW: I think, subconsciously, it does help build 
excitement in their minds about the radio sta- 
tion. But it's more of a programming thing than 
anything else. But there are other kinds of pro- 
motions that can mean more to the average lis- 
tener. We have a new dome stadium here that 
seats up to 65,000 people. The day before it 
opened, Charlie Brown, our morning man, did 
his show from the 50 yard line of the com- 
pletely empty stadium. We try to paint pic- 
tures in the listeners' minds, and I think that's 
easy for a listener to visualize. During the 
course of the four hours that he was down 
there doing a show, the Mayor called and did a 

bit with him on the air, along with some of the 
baseball executives and a lot of the listeners. 1 

think this kind of thing has a tremendous im- 
pact on the audience. Once again, this goes 
back to participating in Seattle. 

BP &P: How can you "paint pictures" as you 
mentioned? 
SW: Well, I think radio is probably the greatest 
media available. With television, you have audio 
and video, and it's pretty hard to imagine some- 
thing different from the picture you see. But 
you realize with radio we present just the audio 
and the person's mind creates the other half. 
That brings about a very strong audience in- 
volvement with what we're doing. The listener 
sees things the way he wants to . . , and in a 
way he can relate to. 

BP &P: For example .. , in trying to create a 
picture in the listeners' minds .. , if you're talk- 
ing about a guy sitting in a chair, how far would 
you go in conversation ... do you describe the 
color of the chair; or what? 
SW: Well, I would rather describe the chair as 
being overstuffed and extremely comfortable, 
and let the guy pick the color that he likes. If 
I told you that I saw the most incredible look- 
ing girl today downtown, and I told you she's 
blonde, but you're in love with brunettes, I've 
lost you. If I tell you she's good looking, and 
let you visualize her as you like, Ill keep you as 

a listener. 

BP &P: Can you give us a run -down of your 
jock schedule? 
SW: My morning man is Charlie Brown. Mostly 
people that we have on the air have either been 
in nothwest radio for a long period of time, or 
they have grown up in the northwest. Charlie 

Q: What is the Most Economical 
Way to Split Your AM and FM? 

A: Automation. 
Once you've made up your mind to automate, two questions still remain: 

1) What equipment do I need? and 2) What do I program with it? 
Let's take the second question first. More Music Programming has the best 

contemporary formats available. If you want a sound so live that even you can't 
tell the difference, we have The Performers format. Using four major market per- 
sonalities, The Performers captures that magic 18 to 34 audience with music sel- 

ected from the best selling adult rock /MOR Ip's and singles. Dave Hull, Jay 
Stevens, Don Burns, and John Peters add their own unique personalities to the 
format with new voice tracks for every day of the year. There's a whole package 
of extras included at no extra cost, like time clocks, unlimited promos, psa's, 
special feature tracks, and a format designed around your station's programming 
and commercial load requirements. 

Now let's take the first question. We can't tell you what equipment to buy, 
but we can tell you that you won't need much of it. Only four reel -to -reel decks 
are required to run the format, in addition to any carted material you may want 
to run. A special right-channel 25 hz. tone can be used on some reels for local- 
ization with no modification required on the basic computer. 

Write or call us for more information on The Performers, or any of our other 
formats. 

Ilnlll 
/More/Music Programming 

5315 Laurel Canyon Blvd. / N. Hollywood, CA 91607 / (213) 985.3300 
Want more details? Circle 110 on Product Info. Card 
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grew up in the northwest, and he and I have 
been together on and off in radio during the 
past ten years. My mid -day guy is Coby 
McCloud. Coby was working in Spokane at 
I(JRB, and later at KTAC, in Tacoma. Gary 
Lockwood is my afternoon guy. Gary has been 
in the northwest about three years and had 
been with KGW in Portland, and then came 
here to Seattle, originally with KING. Gary 
does a lot of sports things that are very tongue 
in cheek. His personality has developed through 
tongue in cheek humor. He does the daily smut 
report, and he does cheap gossip where he "digs 
deep for dirt ". My 6 to 10 p.m. guy is Tracy 
Mitchell, who has also recently been promoted 
to music and research coordinator, working 
with the music rotation. My 10 p.m. to 2 a.m. 
guy is Mark Jeffries, who also grew up in the 
northwest. And my all nighter is Don Patrick. 
Don, once again, has spent a lot of time in the 
northwest. At one time he was a writer for 
David Steinberg and Rich Little. 

BP&P: So you are definitely keen on the idea 
of local emphasis? 
SW: Yes ... and the same even goes for our 
news. We have a two -man news department, and 
our newscasters are again personalities. In fact, 
we don't even refer to news as news. We call it 
a report. We don't like to live within the guid- 
lines of reporting news. Ours is a combination 
of news, information, and commentary. 

BP&P: On a personal level? 
SW: Yes. To build a personality, you've got to 
have a commentary. Les Parsons is the news 
director. He does morning drive news, and Chet 
Rogers does afternoon drive news. 

BP&P: How is your news scheduled? 
SW: Morning drive and afternoon drive. We 
have one report during the mid -day, and one at 
the noon hour. 

BP&P: How is the news presented? 
SW: It's not hard sounding news, yet it's not 
real laid back either. Les Parsons and Chet 
Rogers are their own personalities. Chet is a 

little bit harder and a little bit more factual. 
Let me erase that word. Chet is a little bit 
straighter in his approach than Les is. Les is 
much more humorous and in some cases much 
more cutting than Chet. I kind of believe that 
people, in the morning, are great listeners to 
just about anything, whereas by the time 
they've put a day in at work and they're on 
their way home, they become critics. And so, 
there has to be a different approach in the way 
we present news in the morning and in the 
afternoon. And that goes also with the jocks on 
in those particular times. In the morning 
Charlie is sillier than Gary Lockwood. Gary's 
humor is far more sarcastic in the afternoon. 

BP &P: Being that there are two Top 40 sta- 
tions in this market, under very competitive cir- 
cumstances, what advice would you give to a 
programmer in another market going through a 
similar programming battle? What can you do 
to keep on top? 
SW: Really, just exercise what I've said, and 
that's to build a total personality with a radio 
station that is dependent upon individual per- 
sonalities. Program to an audience to win be- 
cause an audience likes you, as long as you 
really identify with the people out there, and 
they know you care about them. If you present 
Top 40 product in a sterile manner, you're go- 
ing to have a share of the audience. But the 
share is not going to be big enough to win in a 

competitive Top 40 situation. Q 
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ATR-700 is for the professional. t 
0 At last there's a truly pro- 

fessional audio recorder/ 
reproducer for radio and TV 
broadcasters. ATR-700. A port- 
able dual (or single- channel, 
if you wish) tape machine rugged 
enough for around -the -clock 
use in producing commercials, 
transcribing programs, remote 
and location recording and post - 
production work. 

Only a recording professional 
needs (and can appreciate) a 
stereo recorder with built -in 
tape timer, motion sensing, 
synchronous reproduction, 
dump edit, switchable equaliza- 
tion, full remote control, direct - 
drive, servoed capstan motor, 
reel size selection and a 101/2 
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ATR -700 because it packs all 
these professional features (and 
many more) into a compact, 
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evening for catch -up editing 
work. 

But after your ATR -700 is 
on the job, producing recordings 
with a record/reproduce audio 
range of 40 Hz to 18 kHz, ±2 
dB (at 15 ips), you'll enjoy one 
other advantage. This recorder 
is really rugged. It'll give years 
of reliable service. 

ATR -700 is the professional 
stereo recorder from Ampex, 
built for professional engineers 
who can't take chances. 

AMPEX 
Complete technical and performance 
specifications are available in a free 
brochure. Write us at 401 Broadway. 
Redwood City, California 94063, 
or call (415) 367 -2011. 



I Can Get It For You Retail" 
A Few Observations on the Art of Making Retail Television Commercials 

By Larry Thomas 

This article deals with retail type 
commercials -- specifically, a few obser- 
vations on the art of making them, as 
drawn from my own particular exper- 
ience in the field. 

My definition of "retail" is a loose 
one. Very strictly speaking, I suppose 
that a retail spot would be one that is 
store -oriented or service- oriented in its 
nature -- the mattress sale. But if a client 
with a product is looking to grind out 
a spot for a dollar- three -eighty - well, 
I lump it under retail. 

Video tape has proven to be the ideal 
tool for the down- and -dirty brand of 
commercial making. It is an extension of 
the live -spot mentality. In the early days, 
before tape came along, that fading 
breed of electronic -age medicine men 
would rattle through their pitches live 
on the air. Getting the merchandise in 

and out of the studio was always a push, 
giving more than one stage hand a her- 
nia. And, of course, there were no re- 
takes. 

Enter video tape, and with it the 
convenience of pre- recording the spot. 
But the live -spot mentality persisted, 
and still persists in some quarters to 
this day. 

Sure, now we have living color and 
chroma key, but if the commercial is 
to consist of nothing more than a store's 
owner nervously standing in front of a 
blue flat, with a fuzzy slide of the in- 
terior of his store as the background, eyes 
shifting from side -to -side over his make- 
shift copy roller, I call that a live -spot 
mentality. 

Decent production values can be ob- 
tained -- and on a limited budget. It takes 
a good deal of imagination, coupled with 

Don't keep people in the dark simply because 

you don't have enough scripts to go around. 
Have them reproduced and distributed to 
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every member of your crew, including the 
tape operator. 

a modest -to- moderate complement of 
video hardware. Your facility may not 
have all of the sophisticated bells and 
whistles, you may even lack certain basic 
tools, but there are ways of getting over 
production hurdles. 

In providing facilities, try also pro- 
viding the kind of input that will make 
for a creative approach. Consider the 
small agency types: 

Smaller agencies, those that service 
the retailers, are often built and run by 
men who come out of a background in air 
time selling and cross over into making 
time buys. They may or may not have a 
regard for the creative process. Likewise, 
they may or may not possess a knowledge 
of production capabilities or possibilities. 

As for that input, get the agency and 
his client thinking production values. 
That means thinking visual. 

Work with storyboards - if even 
only sketched with stick figures. Just 
watch the ideas start to flow. Now is the 
time to kick ideas around. Good pre-pro- 
duction planning is essential to assure a 
good finished product that will satisfy 
both the client and your own sense of 
aesthetic pride. 

Storyboarding a commercial, along 
with detailed pre -production planning, 
are also important factors in working to 
eliminate the most disasterous practice 
of them all - decisions made by com- 
mittee at the time of the actual shoot. 
Avoid that like the plague. Go into the 
taping session with a clear -cut plan. 

What follows here is a series of tips 
on shooting technique that I believe in 
and practice religiously. Utilize, modify, 
or disregard them. But develop your own 
mental checklist of procedures. Necessity, 
they say, is the mother of invention. Nec- 
essity is also a pain in the neck. But I've 
never worked in the perfect facility. I've 
always wished we had this or that to 
make my job a piece of cake. So I have to 
innovate. My edge is in knowing the route 
I have to take to achieve a given desired 



effect. 

SCRIPTS 
Don't keep people in the dark sim- 

ply because you don't have enough scr- 
ipts to go around. Have them reproduced 
and distributed to every member of your 
crew. That includes the tape operator, 
who generally gets overlooked. Get the 
client in the habit of bringing plenty of 
scripts with him, and save yourself a run 
to the Xerox machine. 

SLATES 
Think of your slate as a calling card. 

Make it neat and clean -- not funky. Re- 
member, when the agency shows the spot 
to his client the slate will be seen, too. I 

got tired of messing with chalk and black- 
board, so I put together some camera 
ready artwork, took it to an offset print- 
ing establishment, and for just pennies 
each had a ton of them reproduced. So 
now we have throwaway slates that work 
nicely with a marking pen. Don't wait 
until the last minute to work your slate 
up. Get your stage manager conditioned 
to having it ready and waiting for you. 

GRAPHIC SKILLS 

Your station or facility may have a 
fine graphic arts department, but I would 
suggest developing the skills to affect 
certain simple art demands yourself. 
Learn to work with a product such as 
Letraset or some other brand of rub -on 
lettering. Keep a couple of sheets of 
Helvetica Medium in both black and 
white close at hand. All too often, the 
station artist will be tied up or even out 
of the building when a graphics emer- 
gency arises. How often the mis- spelled 
word, the mis- priced price tag, the art- 
work left behind at the office? I've saved 
numerous hours by being able to rub off 
a word or two on my own. I'm not advo- 
cating stepping on someone's toes or 
taking someone's job away, I'm only say- 
ing be prepared. 

I keep my own personal little stock- 
pile of magic markers, push -pins, spray 
adhesive, matte knives, and a spool of 
dark blue thread. I needed it once to sus- 
pend a wristwatch against a blue back- 
ground. Who knows, I may need it again 
some day! 

An even better arrangement is to 
have a stage manager with graphic arts 
skills. If you work with someone on a re- 
gular basis, encourage that sort of mental- 

L IENT: HEALTH WAYS 

DATE: 6/21/76 TINE: 30- SECONDS 

COPY 
VIDEO 

FADE IN CU WOMAN. 

PULL BACK TO SHOW SHE 
IS USING DEVVICE SUPER 
"BUTTON AND STRING 
EXERCISE THING" 

CUT TO CU OF DEVICE IN 
MAN'S HANDS SHOWING 
BICEPS. WOMAN IS 
EXERCISING IN BC. 

CUT TO WOMAN EXERCISING.. 
MAN EXERCISING IN BG. 

CUT TO HCU MAN 
EXERCISING. WOMAN IN 

DG. 

Work with storyboards - even if only sketched 
with stick figures. Good pre -production plan- 
ning is essential to assure a good finished pro- 

SPACE: 981 -01 

M.F.DIU'1: TV 
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WOMAN, I hate exercise! 

But with this new Button and String 

Exercise Thing it's easy ... and it's 

fun! 

HAN: Just pull and relax! Pull and 

relax! 

WOMAN: Anyone can do it! 

NAN: But it's a real body builder! 

Scientifically weighted and balanced for 

use by professional athletes! 

duct that will satisfy both the client and your 
own sense of aesthetic pride. 

The Author: 
Larry Thomas is a staff director with a new 
video facility in Los Angeles, The Video Center. 
His previous experience included seven years at 
KHJ -TV as producer /director. Thomas is a 

graduate of UCLA's Theater Arts department, 
and began his directing career in the U.S. Army 
Signal Corps. 

ity. Turn him into a packrat. Don't let 
the sudden need for a push -pin or piece 
of double -sided tape become a major pro- 
duction number. 

AUDIO 
Let us consider that thin strip of 

iron oxide coated material known as 
quarter -inch audio tape. Much of what I 

work on is to a pre -recorded audio track. 
The first suggestion I would make is to 
have your audio engineer knock out a 
protection dub. Tape has a way of 
breaking or picking up a crease. So pro- 
tect yourself. 

Video -only edits to a pre- recorded 
track are a snap. But if a tricky camera 
move has to be timed to fit the words, 
and you are unable to assemble shots as 
you go, you'll have to plan ahead to post 
production. I'll lay down a reference 
audio track on the disjointed piece of 
video. By "syncing up" the audio on both 
tapes, I can make a video -only edit with 
the action fitting. 

If syncing up is very critical, you 
may wish to lay a series of reference 
"beeps" on your quarter -inch audio. As 

Regarding audio tracks, always have your en- 
gineer knock out a protection dub. Tape has a 

way of breaking or picking up a crease. So pro- 
tect yourself. 
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Think of your slate as a calling card. Make it 
neat and clean. I got tired of messing with 
chalk and blackboards, so I had some throw- 

away slate printed that work nicely with a 

marking pen. 

you use the tape as playback, feed the 
beeps onto your video tape each time. 
I've seen sharp video tape operators, 
lacking the highly sophisticated equip- 
ment that locks tapes together, sync up 
two tapes to the frame. 

VIDEO TAPE TECHNIQUE 
I have actually overlapped into the 

area of video tape technique, so let me 
continue. 

Try giving as much thought as poss- 
ible to ways of saving "passes ", or gen- 

erations in putting a spot together. Re- 
member, that finished product is seldom 
down as far as it will go in generations 
before it actually hits the air. It can go 
down several more times. 

Just for openers, dubs will be made 
off the master to send out to various 
stations. That's a generation. 

Then, let's say the spot was designed 
to be tagged with a slide and a voice - 
over by the station's staff announcer. 
In many instances, the station will com- 
posite the whole thing for the sake of 

Try giving as much thought as possible to ways 
of saving "passes," or generations in putting 
spots together. Remember, that finished pro- 
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duct is seldom down as far as it will go in 
generations before it actually hits the air. 

convenience and to minimize errors. 
But that means another generation down. 

You may even lose yet another gen- 
eration if the station then transfers the 
reel -to -reel version to a cassette. 

So there are three of the ways that 
your so- called final pass ends up down in 
generations. And with each loss of gen- 
eration, quality is degraded. 

Here, more than ever, a little planning 
ahead is a lot better than a lot of thinking 
on your feet. 

The other day I worked on a com- 
mercial that called for a quad split. In 
each of the quadrants, we would see a 
platter with food that was either "diced ", 
"sliced ", etc. With only two cameras, my 
first thought was to tape two of the four 
set -ups, play the tape back as a video 
source, and add the other two quadrants. 
Then I hit on the idea of positioning the 
platters so Camera One could be placed 
in the upper left and lower right quads, 
Camera Two in the upper right and lower 
left. By cropping the platters within each 
quad, the illusion of four different video 
sources was enhanced. The two cameras 
were just slightly mis- matched - an acci- 
dent. But even that helped with the illu- 
sion. And thus, I saved a generation. 

In conjunction with this project, let 
me relate the smartest step I made all day. 
Each of the quadrants was to also have a 

matte - "slices ", "dices ", etc. We layed 
out the artwork all on one card, taking 
care to position each word in its own 
quadrant. If I had first made a tape of my 
quad split of platters, I could have then 
played that tape back and matted the art 
card over it. But that would mean a gen- 
eration loss. So what I did was first tape 
the artwork and used it as the playback. 
By use of the downstream keyer I was 
able to matte over the quad arrangement, 
all in one pass. 

I've used the technique of pre - 
taping mattes on a number of occasions. 
I recall once having six mattes to add, 
back -to -back, and they were all on art 
cards. To pull them on the run wouldn't 
work. Too much time was needed for re- 
framing, and I only had two cameras. 
What I did was to pre -tape the third and 
fourth mattes, using an audio scratch 
track for reference. Then I was able to 
intercut between Camera One, Camera 
Two, VTR, Camera One, and Camera 
Two, in that order. The pre -taped mattes 
allowed the cameramen time to set up on 
their second cards. The drawback to this 
technique is the necessity of having three 
video tape machines at hand in many in- 
stances. If, however, this approach is 
within the scope of your equipment, by 
all means try it. 

While on the subject of mattes, one 
further suggestion. When laying down 
video that you must later matte over - in 
particular the final shot -- do not fade out 
to time. Instead, hold an extra couple of 
seconds. Now, when adding the matte 



over, you can fade out the entire picture 
to time, avoiding that sloppy look you 
get when the matte holds on the screen 
longer than the rest of the video. 

TALENT 
My most difficult experiences have 

been in dealing with non -speaking models. 
Particularly when selling fashions. I just 
don't know how a model should move, 
and unfortunately, most of the models 
recruited for such spots are barely of pro- 
fessional status, if that. How often the 
owner's daughter or niece gets her shot 
in a television commercial! What I've 
learned to do is devise non -modeling bits 
of business -- arranging flowers or leafing 
through the latest issue of Cosmopolitan 
-- rather than showing the inside lining 
and then pirouetting off. 

SHOT SEQUENCE 
There is no particular reason to lay 

down your shots in a top to bottom se- 
quence. It may be desirous, for example, 
to shoot the last scene first. 

In determining your shot sequence, 
keep in mind the set -up time, including 
time to re- light. Lighting is a crucial part 
of your endeavor, and should be afford- 
ed the proper time. Consider the overall 
look. You may be shooting two scenes 
completely out of order, but that will ul- 
timately be placed back -to -back. What 
will be the respective look of the scenes 
in juxtaposition to each other? Play back 
the scene taped first, cutting between it 
and the one you are about to record. 

And by the way, when shooting rad- 
ically out of sequence, you will apprec- 
iate having distributed copies of the script 
to all the members of your crew. They 
can see and grasp what you are doing a 
lot more clearly, and with a lot less time 
consuming explanation needed. 

GO BOLDLY FORTH 
Every now and then, you'll experi- 

ment with something that pays off so 
well that you'll talk about. it for days. 
Others will think you're nuts, but you 
will relish the personal satisfaction of 
pulling it off. 

One such experience that I recall 
was in the making of a commercial that 
involved a man on camera, standing 
beside a rather large appliance. The spot 
seemed simple enough. For most of the 
piece we were to hold a medium shot, 
including man and product. This was to 
be followed by a dissolve off to an ex- 
treme long shot for the final five sec- 
onds or so. In that long shot, we would 
see the man and the appliance in a dra- 
matic pool of light against a sea of black. 

The problem was with the lighting. 
In order to achieve the pool of light look, 
the man and product had to be lit from 
almost overhead. The long shot looked 
great, but the medium shot looked ter- 
rible. When we added fill light, it ruined 

In determining your shot sequence, keep in 
mind the set -up time, including time to re- 
light. Lighting is a crucial part of your en- 

ìt 
deavor, and should be afforded the proper 
time. 

the long shot. We knew we would have to 
re -light between shots. 

I was afraid of doing an audio /video 
pick -up. I wanted the copy to flow. All 
too often the pick -up will seem abrupt. 

Then the lightbulb in my head went 
click. What I did was set for the medium 
shot, and had talent deliver his pitch in 
its entirety. Then we set up the long shot. 
I used the medium shot as a playback, 
dissolving from it to the long shot, but 
keeping all the audio. Talent did a lip - 
sync of his final words, and the illusion of 

smoothness was complete. 
The agency chap was dubious when I 

told him what I wanted to try. But it 
actually worked on the first take. 

In conclusion, the rewards in terms 
of personal satisfaction are similar in all 
creative efforts. Doing one's best with 
limited resources is perhaps doubly re- 
warding. 

Those little retail spots have given me 
countless hours of satisfaction, including 
those I've spent in the preparation of 
this article. O 

Experimenting can sometimes pay off. We 
were once faced with a situation where the 
lighting was inconsistent between a long and 
medium shot, and an audio /video pick -up 
wouldn't permit the copy to flow smoothly. 

So we used the medium shot as playback, 
dissolving from it to the long shot, but keeping 
all the audio. The talent did a lipsync of his 
final words, and the illusion of smoothness was 
complete. 
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Many radio stations today are 
programming a sound -- a sound 
that they feel will effectively com- 
municate to and provide listening 
pleasure for a select audience. One 
problem often faced is that of con- 
sistency in maintaining that sound. 
It is realized that the more music 
selections one has, the less repeti- 
tion occurs, which is often a key to 
holding an audience. Many times 
this concept has been played up to 
the point of sacrificing the sound. 
Because most listeners are selective 
in the type of music they enjoy, 
many stations are not able to hold 
listeners for a long period of time. 

There is a solution, or at least a 
partial one. By customizing your 

Through tape editing, you can customize your 
music. By doing so, you can build up a larger 
music library while maintaining your station's 
"sound." 
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music, you can build a larger libr- 
ary while holding that sound. 
Music customizing (by means of 
editing) is not a new idea, and there 
already exists custom -edited music 
libraries. But few realize the relative 
simplicity with which this can be 
done. 

There are no limits as to the 
kinds of music that can be custom- 
ized, and because there are extre- 
mes in every type of music, it may 
well be beneficial. Within each type 
of music, whether it be rock, class- 
ical, country and western, or what- 
ever, there are wide varieties. This 
fact may be to one's disadvantage. 
That is why over the years music 
has been continually broken down 
into smaller categories. When one 
speaks of rock music, he may be 
speaking of hard rock, acid rock, 
soft rock, progressive rock, or may- 
be he has his own category. This 
trend toward music specializing has 
come about partially as a result of 
narrowed tastes among listeners and 
is a good reason for exploring the 
possibilities in music customizing. 

There is no doubt that custom- 
izing music can be advantageous to 
those working with music libraries, 
but how is it done? A musical back- 
ground is very helpful in editing 
music, but not necessary. If you 
can differentiate between 4/4 time 
and 3/4 time, you are well on your 
way. Music if made up of a series of 
measures which are divided into 
beats. In 4/4 time for example, 
there are four beats per measure 

In order to make a smooth edit, 
you must maintain the order of the 
beats. In other words, if you take a 
selection written in 4/4 time, you 
want the beat to go 1,2,3,4, 1,2,3,4, 
etc. If you select a song written in 
3/4 time, such as a waltz, you want 
the beat to go 1,2,3, 1,2,3, etc. 
After you make your edit, the or- 
der of the beats should be the same. 
If it is not, you will end up with an 
edit that sounds unnatural and dis- 
rupts the flow of the song (there 
are rare exceptions). 

In order to accomplish this, you 
must learn to count the beats, out 
loud if necessary. Tapping your 
foot may be helpful. An example 
would be appropriate here: you 
want to delete a portion somewhere 
in the middle of a song because it 
is too loud to suit your taste. Start 
your tape machine a good distance 
ahead of the unwanted portion. 
Start counting, and when you get 
close to that spot, stop the machine 
on an appropriate beat. The first 
beat of a measure is normally best 
to cut on because it is more strong- 
ly accented than the other beats 
making a smooth edit easier. (Edits, 
of course, should be made with a 
standard editing block, appropriate 
splicing tape, and a clean, sharp, de- 
magnetized razor blade.) If that 

The Author: 
Tom Narwold works as a recording engineer 

and tape editor for a major radio syndication 
company. 
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4/4 Time -4 beats per measure 

3/4 Time -3 beats per measure 

r 

Music is made up of a series of measures which are divided into beats. In order 
to make a smooth edit, you must maintain the order of the beats. 

does not work, you will have to se- 
lect another beat and in rare cases 
may have to cut on the upbeat. 
You have selected the first beat of 
a measure. Make a mark there and 
continue to play through the un- 
wanted portion, counting as you go. 
When you get to the end of the bad 
spot, stop the machine, but only on 
the first beat since your first cut 
was on the first beat. Upon marking 
the spot, you discover that the sin- 
ger's voice carries over into that 
first beat. Should you give up? No! 
Try the third beat (the second most 
strongly accented beat in 4/4 time). 
You try that and it works! Now 
you must make sure that there is no 
sudden introduction or deletion of 
any instruments. If there is not and 
the key has not changed or the 
music retarded, you should be okay. 
The final test is always "What does 
it sound like ?" You can do every- 
thing technically right and to the 

best of your ability, but if it does 
not sound good, then it is not good. 

Not only can you delete por- 
tions of a selection, but you can 
add, and oftentimes this is necess- 
ary. If you wish to remove a bridge 
between two verses of a song, you 
will most likely have to replace it 
with another bridge. You may find 
another bridge in the song that is to 
your liking. All you have to do is 
re- record it, making sure your levels 
are exactly the same, and put it in. 
If that does not work, you may 
have better luck with the introduc- 
tion or a part of it. 

Fading is very important in cus- 
tomizing music. There are guide- 
lines on where and how to fade 
which, if ignored, may result in a 
poor sounding and unnatural fade. 
A fade should normally be employ- 
ed upon a song that has repeated 
lines (refrain or chorus) at the end 
(there are exceptions). Depending 

8 powerful formats for automated or live radio. 
Complete Library Service Mono or Stereo 

Call (213) 776 -6933 
CaVox Stereo Productions, 502 S. Isis, Inglewood, CA 90301 

See us at NAB Sheraton Park Hotel Suite C -240 
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on the song, you may want to start 
fading on the second or third repe- 
tition. The length of a fade should 
generally be around 15- seconds, al- 
though, depending on the song, it 
may vary between 10 -20- seconds. 

If you do not like the ending of 
a particular song and there appears 
to be no way to get out smoothly, 
you may want to make some repe- 
tition of your own that would al- 
low for a smooth fade. Again, you 
might use a bridge or the introduc- 
tion. Make about four or five dubs 
of the selected portion, tie them 
together, (keeping the beat in its 
natural pattern, as discussed), and 
cut them into an appropriate spot. 
You will then need to dub the 
whole song making the fade at the 
end. Do not start the fade immed- 
iately on the second or third repe- 
tition, but a couple of seconds 
later, again depending on the song. 
The fade should be done smoothly 
and at a constant rate. However, 
when you near the end and the 
volume is almost inaudible, you 
should slow your fade to avoid a 
dropout. 

Songs may be shortened or 
lengthened in time. If you desire 
a shorter song, it is normally quite 
easy to cut out one verse, or an in- 
strumental break, and still have a 
smooth song. If the introduction is 
quite long, it can be whittled down. 
Or, if the song lends itself to a fade, 
that is another alternative. 

To lengthen a song it is obvious 
that you are going to have to re -use 
some of the existing material. It is 
usually easiest to use an instrumen- 
tal portion (if it is a vocal selection) 
and add it to the beginning, end, or 
between verses as an interlude. If it 
is an instrumental, there should not 
be as much trouble adding to it. 
After doing so, listen ... again to 
make sure it sounds good, and that 
the order of the lyrics makes sense.. 

You may have difficulty in find- 
ing the exact place to make your 
cut. You want to make it at the 
very beginning of a beat, but that is 
not always easy to find. In songs 
that employ drums, bass guitar, and 
other percussion instruments, it is 

usually quite easy to locate the be- 
ginning of a beat. As you rock the 
tape (moving the tape back and 
forth over the head to locate edit- 
ing point), you will notice a pro- 
nounced bassy sound that will 
begin at an exact spot. Mark that 
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When working with songs that do not have much of a defined beat, such as 
stringed selections, you may have to make a gauge. Find a part of the song in 
which there is a recognizable beat and cut one measure (four beats in 4/4 time) 
out of the tape. This piece can be used as a gauge (to measure the physical 
length of the tape) in parts of the song where there is no definable beat. 

spot and you will have the begin- 
ning of a beat. 

When working with songs that 
do not have much of a defined 
beat, such as stringed selections, 
you may have to make a gauge. 
Find a part of the song in which 
there is a recognizable beat and cut 
one measure (four beats in 4/4 time) 
out of the tape. This piece then can 
be used as a gauge (to measure the 
physical length of the tape) in parts 
of the song where there is no defin- 
able beat. In order to use the gauge, 
find a beat in the general area in 
which you want to make a cut. 
Mark the beat. Hold one end of the 

gauge even with the mark, and 
mark the other end. You must be 
careful with this method because 
there may be a retard or speeding 
up of the music which would throw 
the whole thing off. 

Although there are definite 
guidelines to follow, music custom- 
izing is somewhat of an art, with 
imagination as a necessary ingred- 
ient. What you are actually doing is 
taking an arrangement and re- arrang- 
ing it to better fit with the sound 
and image of your station. There 
may be several ways to edit a song 
and achieve the same purpose, and 
this is where imagination comes in. 
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With a little bit of practice you can 
re- create and end up with a product 
that is smooth and edits that are 
undetectable to the human ear. 

There is no end to what can be 
done with a selection. Any song can 
be changed in one way or another 
and it is not as hard as it may seem. 
Although there are usually no defin- 
ite - breaks in music, as in a voice 
track, flawless edits can be made. It 
takes a bit of creativity, a bit of pre- 
cision and last but not least, a bit of 
patience! O 

OKAY, 
YOU ASKED 

FOR IT 

AND GRANDSON 
HAS IT 
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"If" is more. That's what broadcasters have been asking 
for in production consoles. Flexibility Capability. And 
totally unique Grandson has it all. 

There is nothing else like it anywhere! 
Equalization at each input position. Don't laugh. If you 
don't think ifs needed. that's because you haven't 
tried it. EQ is only the most useful, creative tool in audio. 
And Grandson's EQ is something special. One major 
network has bought a bunch. That's special. 
Monitoring and foldback flexibility to let you and the 
talent have separate monitor mixes! And changes of 
monitor mode at the push of a single button. Here's 
the key to fast, creative production. 
Internal patch point, after mic preamp before fader. 
brought out to permit inserting special devices. How 
about plugging in a limiter just ahead of the pot for the 
screamer, or mic swallower. Think that would be neat? 
So do we. Grandson will let you do it! 
Four reasons Grandson was selected by ABC -TV. 
Hughes Sports Network and WWL in the Superdome. 
There are more. None accidental. Because you said 
it's needed. 
Grandson is "it" A totally unique approach. Want more 
details? Write or phone today. 

o 
® auditronics. inc. 

P.O. Box 12637 Memphis. Tn. 38112 901 -276 -6338 
The closer you look, the better we look. 
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Giving Your 

a Face%.ttthl 

John 
Harris 

Sheridan 

Not unlike the woman who 
buys a new dress to fit a particular 
mood, or the balding man who in- 
vests in a hair piece to create a new 
image, television stations are also 
concerned with their look, and some 
actually do something about it. 

Fig. 1 - KHJ -TV I.D. logo. 

Your overall programming is, 
of course, an instrumental factor in 
creating an appealing look to your 
station. But what you do in be- 
tween programs contributes to your 
image in the eye of the viewer. 
At KHJ -TV, Channel 9, Los Ange- 
les, we recently decided to give our 
image a face lift by developing a 
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new slogan, logo, and program and 
station ID's. This article covers a 
few of the image -enhancing ideas 
we came up with. 

David Pina, KHJ's Director of 
Advertising and Promotion was a 
motivating factor in achieving the 
new look Channel 9 wears today. 

Just as a contractor in the build- 
ing industry must search out and 
find competent sub -contractors and 
personnel to construct a building, 
David's job was to bring together 
video animators, idea men, graphic 
artists, musicians, sound recorders, 
and reach agreements with the re- 
spective unions and music publish- 
ers. 

We decided that the easiest way 
for us to construct a new look was 
to start with a foundation or slogan. 
We went through hundreds of them 
some good, some bad and some we 
weren't sure whether we've heard 
before or not. We decided against 
all of them. 

Since Channel 9 was the first 
television station in Los Angeles, 
going on the air December 23rd, 
1931, and known as W6XAO. It's 

The Author: John Sheridan is director/on-air 
promotions at KHJ -TV, Los Angeles. 



record of contributions to South- 
ern California and the country 
reads like "Guiness Book of Re- 
cords". 

KHJ -TV was the first station in 
history to telecast a full -length fea- 
ture film, The Crashed Circle, with 
Ben Lyon and Zasu Pitts. Grau- 
man's Chinese Theatre loaned the 
picture to Channel 9, March 10, 
1933 and it ran without commerc- 
ial interruption. 

On that same day in 1933, an- 
other first was chalked up. KHJ -TV 
became the first station to telecast 
a major disaster - The Long Beach 
Earthquake. On January 1st, 1940, 
the world famous Rose Parade was 
televised for the first time. And on 
May 18, 1948, Queen For A Day 
debuted. The program was also 
heard over KHJ Radio; thus created 
the first TV -Radio simulcast ever 
done. (I could go on for many more 
pages citing KHJ -TV accomplish - 
ments, but I don't want to get side 
tracked.) We felt that because of 
the station's contributions to the 
community and media itself, we 
wouldn't be too impertinent to 
identify outselves as Your Old 
Friend. 

Program Director, Walt Baker, 
purchased a variety of new shows 
and specials, and initiated creative- 
ly produced local programs to be 
aired on prime -time for the new 

Fig. 2 - "Nine in the Morning" logo. 
(Continued next page). 

season. So now we could proclaim 
that Your Old Friend Has a Brand 
New Look ... It's Channel 9! 

With our new slogan tucked in 
our belt, the next task was to put 
it to music. 

Music was needed for ID's, for 
Nine In The Morning (a two hour 
daily talk show, locally produced), 
The Million Dollar Movie, Adven- 
ture Theater, news, sports, as well 
as music for our game and prestige 
shows. All of these themes would 
have a distinctive sound, but would 
be a variation of an umbrella theme, 
Your Old Friend Has A Brand New 
Look ... It's Channel 9! 

In the meantime, our graphics 
department was busy working on 
the new logo, and preparing art 
work for the standard as well as 
new shows. 

Because of it's enviable reputa- 
tion in the computer graphics field, 
Hollywood based Image West was 
chosen to work on the new look we 
were about to wear for the 76/77 
season. Their analog computer ani- 
mation system has the ability to 
turn out sharp -looking graphics 
within hours, as opposed to days. 

Equally impressive, were their 
live animated graphics produced for 
the Grammy Awards; the unique 
opening for this year's Tony Orlan- 
do and Dawn Rainbow Hour; as 
well as all the animation used in 
MGM's Logan's Run, and ABC -TV's 
Monday Night Football. 

Computer animated graphics 
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Want more details on products and 
services seen in this issue of BP &P? Sim- 
ply tear out the enclosed "PRODUCT 
INFORMATION CARD, " and circle the 
numbers that correspond to those found 
at the bottom of the advertisement or 
editorial item in which you are interest- 
ed. Then mail it, postage -free, and more 
information will be rushed to you -at no 
cost or obligation! 
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The following back issues of "BP &P" are 
available for $1.50 each. Use the order 
form below. 

A. Vol. 1 / No. 1; April /May 1975 
"Clive Davis and Buzz Bennett on music 
programming," "TV Computer anima- 
tion," "Some basics of competitive pro- 
duction," "Dallas /Ft. Worth, Texas ra- 
dio." 

B. Vol. 1 / No. 2; July /August 1975 
"Syndicated Programmin "Stereo Tape 
Machine Alignment," 'Programming re- 
search In TV," "Chicago Radio." 

C. Vol. 1 No. 3; Sept /Oct 1975 
"Imaginative radio production," "Match 
Game '75," "FM vs. AM programming," 
"Radio press publicity." 

D. Vol. 1 / No. 4; Nov /Dec 1975 
"Radio comedy," "Spanish language 
television," "Which formats attract the 
largest audience ?," "Radio programming 
in Atlanta." 

E. Vol. 2 / No. 1; Jan /Feb 1976 
"Why are you playing that record ?," 
"Cue tones and the tight automation for- 
mat," "TV news gathering," "Notes on 
becoming a production pro." ' 

F. Vol. 2 / No. 2; Mar /Apr 1976 
"Robt. W. Morgan and Don I mus," 
"More basics of competitive production," 
"TV promotional spots," "Radio pro- 
gram syndication- Tom Rounds." 

G. Vol. 2 / No. 3; May /June 1976 
"Tape care for maximum performance," 
"Electronic graphics and visual program- 
ming effect," "New Orleans radio." 

H. Vol. 2 / No. 4; July /August 1976 
"Exorcising the demons of radio," "Ra- 
dio production libraries," "TV news 
gathering and Super 8 film," "Radio 
program syndication, Part 2, features - 
Harry O'Connor." 

I. Vol. 2 / No. 5; Sept /Oct 1976 
"Gary Owens and Charlie Tuna on the 
radio personality," "The practical radio 
broadcast console," "Film vs. Video tape, 
part 1," "MOR- the fable of the myster- 
ious lost format -Larry Vanderveen." 

J. Vol. 2 / No. 6; Nov /Dec 1976 
"The public affairs time bomb- how to 
stop the explosion," "Caution: Stereo 
can be hazardous to your mono," "Film 
vs. Video tape, part 2." "Seattle Radio, 
part 1." 
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BP &P - Back Issues 
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Hollywood, CA 90028 

Please send me the back issues of BP &P 
circled below. I have enclosed $1.50 for 
each back issue (sorry, no billing). 
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are used by some three hundred sta- 
tions throughout the country, and 
in one case by three stations within 

Fig. 3 - "Million Dollar Movie" logo. 

a competitive market. The amazing 
thing is that computer animation is 
versatile enough that all three sta- 
tions have a different image. 

Computer animated graphics, 
should not be confused with the 
digital graphic computer. Computer 
animated graphics require original 
art work and creative ideas. Visual, 
rather than numerical data is used. 
Therefore, we had the ability to 
create complex designs, using re- 
cognizable art work. (See Figure 1.) 

Delicate designs and patterns 
were used and manipulated as 
though they were floating through 



Fig. 3 -continued. 

space. (See Figure 2.) 
Objects can be moved in depth 

(see Figure 3). The Million Dollar 
Movie logo almost appears to be 
three dimensional as it travels 

across the screen from left to right. 
This effect can be done with 

conventional animation, but it's 
very expensive, as well as time con- 
suming, and requires numerous 
pieces of art work. 

Within three days, the compu- 

ter animated graphics were assem- 
bled, the music was in the can, and 
new shows were on the shelf. Bus- 
iness cards and stationary now dis- 
play our new logo, and on Septem- 
ber 11, 1976, Channel 9 began 
wearing its brand new look. O 
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GUIDE TO PROFESSIONAL RADIO 
& TV NEWSCASTING By Robert Siller 
A practical guide covering all aspects of 
brOadeaSt Journalism. 
Order No. 535 Hardbound $9.95 

RADIO PROGRAM IDEA BOOK by Hal 
Fisher. All the programming ideas you 
need to build and hold an audience. A 
virtual thesaurus of ideas on radio show- 
manship to help boost ratings. 
Order No. 268 Hardbound $12.95 

OF RADIO PUBLICITY 
AND PROMOTION By Jack Macdonald 
An enC clOpedia of radio promotion, 
covering contests, outside stunts, fun 
promotions for special days, weeks, etc. 
Order NO. 213 Complete set $29.95 

MODERN RADIO PROGRAMMING BY 
J. Gaines. Every aspect of radio pro- 
gramming, from format layout to select- 
ing DJs, is detailed in this comprehensive 
book. Applies to all radio formats. 
Order No. 623 Hardbound $9.95 

RADIO PROMOTION HANDBOOK by 
William Peck. Jam packed with hund- 
reds of Ideas, and complete with factual 
examples of new ways of promoting a 
station, both on and off the air. 
Order No. 267 Comb -bound $9.95 

RADIO PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES 
By Jay Hoffer. Covers every phase of 
radio production from announcements to 

the overall station 'sound'. Special ern- 
phasis on sales and production expertise. 
Order No. 661 Hardbound $12.95 

HANDBOOK OF MULTICHANNEL 
RECORDING by F. Alton Everest. 
Covering everything to know about mak 
ing highest quality professional audio 
tape recordings. Including modern tech- 
niques In dubbing, special effects, mix- 
ing, reverb, echo, and synthesis - for 
both stereo and quad. Recommended for 
all broadcast recording applications. 
Order No. 781 Hardbound $10.95 Order 

THE BUSINESS OF RADIO BROAD- 
CASTING By Edd Routt. How to oper- 
ate a station as a profitable business and 
serve the public. The first text to deal 
with broadcast station operation from 

to end. 
Order Hardbound $12.95 

ACOUSTIC TECHNIQUES FOR HOME 
& STUDIO By H. Everest. Complete 
coverage for professional broadcast and 
recording studio. Emphasis is placed on 
the fidelity of final reproduction and the 
design of the listener's room. 
Order No. 646 Hardbound $7.95 

RADIO ADVERTISING -- HOW TO 
WRITE AND SELL IT. By Sol Robinson 
This comprehensive volume presents an 
extremely practical approach to radio 
advertising sales to obtain better results 
for the salesman, station, and sponsor. 
Order No. 565 Hardbound $12.95 

ORGANIZATION & OPERATION OF 
BROADCAST STATIONS BY Jay Hoffer 
An exhaustive examination of the res- 
ponsibilities and capabilities required in 
each job classification. A guide for sta- 
tion executives and managers. 
Order No. 533 Hardbound $12.95 

CASSETTE RADIO SALES TRAINING 
PROGRAM from Audio Sellers, Inc. Six 
easy to listen to cassettes dealing with 
the "self- reliance" method of selling ra- 
dio. A must for training new sales- 
people or for use as a refresher course 
for current staff. In use at over 200 sta- 
rions nationwide. With cassette folder. 
Order No. 8100 Complete set $69.95 
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FILM WAYS RADIO DEBUTS 
20/40 FORMAT 

Filmways Radio, the newest subsidi- 
ary of Filmways, Inc., has announced 
their premier automation format, "20/40 ". 
The format is created to attract the heart 
of the country's buying population, aud- 
iences between the ages of 20 and 40. 

day of announcing. 
"20/40" offers sets of up to four 

songs plus current selections, for up to 
fifty -nine minutes of programming per 
hour. Local commercials, news and other 
material can range from one to fifteen 
minutes hourly. Filmways offers in -per- 
son installation and continuing customer 
service on a daily basis. Included in Film - 
ways' services are: 1) A computerized 
market analysis, based on current and his- 
toric ratings, and airchecks of competing 
stations. 2) On the basis of the analysis, 
customized programming as necessary 
from the basic Filmways Radio format. 
Customization may include alternate cur- 
rent selections, custom selection rotation 
instructions, and special thematic and 
local voice track material. 3) Daily cus- 
tom rotation charts are provided that 
specify which reels should be used at 
each loading period, and what segments 
should be used from each reel. 4) Contin- 
uing customer service via aircheck record- 
ings, direct telephone monitor lines, and 

MmwRYr RADIO Inc. 4 
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"20/40" doesn't contain teen rock, 
cover versions of hits, heavy metal, or 
acid rock. Instead, "20/40" is an environ- 
mental format, relying on a carefully 
planned flow of contemporary music, ra- 
ther than on personalities. The voices 
heard by the audience enhance the music, 
but don't intrude on it. Voices on the for- 
mat are Rodger Layng and Caron Allen, 
each who provide up to twelve hours a 

continuing rating and billing research for 
each market. Program director of the for- 
mat is Steve Epstein. 
FILM WAYS RADIO, INC. 
1610 N. CAHUENGA BOULEVARD 
HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA 90028 
PHONE: (213) 462 -6421 

Want more details? 
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THE SHADOW RADIO SERIES - 
NOW IN FIVE MINUTE EPISODES 

The increased demand for five min- 
ute radio shows by radio programmers 
around the country, is resulting in much 
year -end activity at Charles Michelson, 
Inc., Beverly Hills based suppliers of 
taped radio series. 

Work is underway on the editing of 
The Shadow, half -hour radio drama 
shows into five minute serialized seg- 
ments. 

Earlier testing of the five minute for- 
mat of The Shadow in a handful of metro 
markets during morning and evening 
drive time periods have proved highly 
successful. 

Radio stations in Phoenix, Sacramen- 
to, and Cincinnati have already carried 

BP&P 36 

the five minute serializations with Detroit 
currently gearing up for an early start. 

A local election campaign for District 
Attorney in Sacramento resulted in a 2% 
write -in vote for Lamont Cranston - The 
Shadow! 

The newly edited five minute epi- 
sodes will be available for delivery on a 
five per week basis beginning in January. 

Presently, 328 radio stations carry 
the once weekly half -hour broadcasts of 
The Shadow. 
CHARLES MICHELSON, INC., 
9350 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD, 
BEVERLY HILLS, CALIFORNIA 90212 
PHONE: (213) 278 -4546 

Want more details? 
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IMPECCABLE PRODUCTION WITH 
TEAC 1 -INCH 16 -TRACK RECORDER 

The 90 -16 recorder -reproducer - the 
newest of the second -generation TEAC 
Tascam Series professional equipment 
specifically designed for the ultimate pro- 
fessional applications - is a 16- track, 16- 
channel machine that handles one -inch 
tape at 15 ips, with optional dbx. 

A combination record- reproduce 
head allows full reproduce frequency 
response in the sync mode. Two other 
heads are erase and monitor. 
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A transport system offers full IC 
logic circuits for feather -touch perfor- 
mance, with a special tension servo motor 
to maintain constant, even tape flow. A 
special motion- sensing mechanism elimi- 
nates accidental tape spills and stretch. 
The AC servo- controlled, direct -drive 
capstan is capable of variable speed oper- 
ation of ±30 per cent. Electronic braking 
allows quick, smooth entry to the play 
mode from either fast mode. 

Input, normal and monitors buttons 
in the output select allow, respectively, 
source calibration, usual record functions 
(recording, overdubbing or sync, repro- 
duce), and monitor activation. 

Function select buttons automati- 
cally accomplish all monitoring combin- 
ations and encode /decode switching of 
the optional dbx package. Dynamic range, 
signal -to -noise ratio and headroom para- 
meters are dramatically increased with 
the optional dbx package. 

Price is less than 512,000.00. 
TEAC CORPORATION OF AMERICA 
7733 TELEGRAPH ROAD, 
MONTEBELLO, CALIFORNIA 90640 
PHONE: (213) 726-0303 

Want more details? 
Circle 118 on Product Info. Card 



KODAK UNVEILS HIGH -SPEED NEWS 
FILM, IMPROVED REVERSAL PRINT 
FILM 

Eastman Kodak Company announc- 
ed a new high -speed color film for tele- 
vision news recording and an improved 
filmstock for printing from reversal orig- 
inals. 

Eastman Ektachrome video news 
film high speed 7250 (tungsten) is de- 
signed to allow filming under extremely 
low -light levels. The new film is rated at 
EI 400 under tungsten illumination and 
has an EI of 250 when exposed under 
daylight conditions with a filter such as a 
Kodak Wratten 85B filter. 

Forehardening during manufacture 
allows Eastman Ektachrome video news 
film high speed 7250 (tungsten) to be 
processed in process VNF -1. This high- 
speed film provides television news oper- 
ations with convenient, cost -saving pro- 
cessing at the same time and temperature 
recommendations as for Eastman Ekta- 
chrome video news film 7239 (daylight) 
and Eastman Ektachrome video news film 
7240 (tungsten). 

Eastman Ektachrome video news 
film high speed 7250 (tungsten) can be 
exposed at El 800 or higher with extend- 
ed processing. The new film displays ex- 
cellent forced -processing characteristics 
and, at these higher speeds, maintains its 
neutral color balance. 

The company also introduced a new 
print film for making duplicate prints 
from camera reversal originals. Eastman 
Ektachrome VN print film 7399 produces 
excellent quality duplication prints when 
printed from camera originals, according 
to Kodak. 

Eastman Ektachrome VN print film 
7399 also uses process VNF -1 with a re- 
duced first development time. 
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY 
343 STATE STREET 
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK 14650 
PHONE: (716) 724 -4642 
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EIGEN VIDEO SLOW- MOTION 
DISC RECORDER 

Eigen Video announced a new ver- 
sion of their color Slow- Motion Disc 
Recorder line. This is the first color disc 
recorder in the $15,000 range that offers 
switch -selectable field or frame operation. 
Sports "instant- replay" effects require 
the ability to play back individual tele- 
vision "fields" (a field is a 60th of a sec- 
ond) for clear, flicker -free images. How- 
ever, disc operators using the unit for 
slides, animation, or post -production 
would like the option of being able to 
use fields or frames. (A television frame 
consists of two consecutive fields, inter- 
laced.) 

The new Eigen color Disc Recorder, 

If you think our Stereo 
Synthesizer is just 
for old mono records... 
... you don't know what you're missing! 
Applications of the 245E Stereo Synthesizer 
are limited only by your imagination: 
In the recording studio, you can 

save tracks by recording strings, horns, or drums on 
a single track and spreading them in the mix 
create stereo depth from synthesizers, electronic 
string ensembles, and electric organ 
create a stereo echo return from a mono echo 
chamber or artificial reverb generator 
use one channel to create phasing effects 

In broadcasting, you can 

use it on announce mikes to create stereo depth 
without an image that shifts every time the announcer 
moves his head 
synthesize mono material before recording it on 
stereo cart: you'll minimize mono phase cancellation 
use mono cart machines and synthesize the output: 
you'll eliminate mono phase cancellation entirely 
create an audience -pleasing stereo effect from mono 
agency spots and network feeds 

The 245E is a fundamentally different, patented way of creating stereo 
space. Its sound is distinct from panpotted point sources or stereo ef- 
fects synthesized with digital delay lines. It's a dramatic, highly listen - 
able sound that's fully mono -compatible -just add the channels to get 
the original mono back. At $327, it belongs in everyone's bag of tricks. 
(If you get bored, you can always process old mono records into 
pseudo- stereo). 
For further information, see your local Orban /Parasound dealer or 
write us direct. 

orben/pereiound 
680 Beach Street, San Francisco, Ca. 94109 (415) 673 -4544 

The Orban /Parasound 245E Stereo Synthesizer 

Want more details? Circle 120 on Product Info. Card 
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with a simple selector switch on the con- 
trol, allows the operator shooting elec- 
tronic slides to look at the image as a 
frame or field, and choose the better one. 

The Model 12, priced at $15,000, has 

Erase faster 
Air 

Erase cleaner 

Erase easier 
*1... 

NM, 

Garner Erasers cut man - 
hours spent erasing audio and video 
tapes. Simple, safe continuous belt 
operation gives you "hands -off" 
professional erasures in only four 
seconds. Handles up to 101/2" reels, 
cartridges, and cassettes. Ac- 
claimed by major users, yet priced 
low enough for the smallest studio 
or station to afford. 

BP&P 38 

GARNER INDUSTRIES 
4200 N. 48th St. 
Lincoln, NE 68504 
402- 464 -5911 

Want more details? 
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a substantially improved picture quality 
and would be appropriate for freeze - 
frame, broadcast slow- motion, or post - 
production. 

As with the Eigen Model 11, the flex- 
ible discs record consecutive fields as alter- 
nate tracks in each direction to achieve 
continuous "loop" operation, vital to 
sports slow -motion work. Each track is 
erased before re- recording by dual -gap 
magnetic heads. The disc is in a cassette 
which can be changed in seconds without 
tools and costs only $10 to rebuild. The 
flexibility of the disc eliminates catastro- 
phic head "crashes ". 

All Eigen Disc Recoders are equipped 
with "Memory -Cue" capability. The oper- 
ator simply selects the desired field (or 
frame) for "freezing" and pushes the 
"Memory -Cue" control. The disc recorder 
will respond to a start command from the 
commonly marketed automatic editing 
equipment, run to the exact field or 
frame, and "freeze ". 
EIGEN VIDEO, P.O. BOX 1027, 
GRASS VALLEY, CALIFORNIA 95945 
PHONE: (916) 273 -1341 

Want more details? 
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NEW BACKGROUND MUSIC LIBRARY 
EXPANDED 

MusiCues Corporation, New York 
City, announces four record releases from 
the new "CHA" series. The records, en- 
titled: Strange Love Action (CHA 006), 
Happy Music and Crazy Music (CHA 007), 
Paul Piot and Co. (CHA 008), and Illus- 
tration Songs (CHA 009), are designed 
for use as background to films, TV docu- 
mentaries, commercials, educational slide 
films, etc. The music is characterized as 

being up -to- the -minute mod. Further 
information and catalogues may be ob- 
tained by writing or calling. 
MUSICUES CORPORATION 
1158 AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS 
NEW YORK, N. Y. 10036 
PHONE: (212) 757 -3641 

Want more details? 
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IGM DEVELOPS "MAGNA CARTA" 
CARTRIDGE HANDLING SYSTEM 

1GM, a division of NTI, Bellingham, 
Washington, is showing the prototype of 
their new Magna Carta at the NAB Show 
in Washington, D.C. - a tape storage 
handling system for up to 1,000 cart- 
ridges, automated to remove any given 
cartridge from its storage cubicle, play it 
as programmed, and return it to storage. 
This memory storage ability is made poss- 
ible through use of micro -processor tech- 
nology. The device is designed as a stand - 

61NognoCoro, 

alone product. For live operations and is 
also compatible with most existing broad- 
cast automation systems. Visual readout 
on a CRT will permit monitoring person- 
nel to know at all times the location and 
status of any given cartridge that is pro- 
grammed for play. Advance data on this 
brand new product can be obtained by 
contacting Department 7: 
IGM /NTI, 4041 HOME ROAD, 
BELLINGHAM, WA. 98225 
PHONE: (206) 733 -4566 

Want more details? 
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AMERICAN RADIO PUBLISHES NEW 
COMPREHENSIVE OVERVIEW OF 
RADIO BASED ON ARBITRON 

Jim Duncan, of American Radio, 
Kalamazoo, Michigan, has announced 
that he will publish, for the second year 
in a row, The "American Radio" source - 
book. The book is designed to give obser- 
vers of the radio industry a handy ref- 
erence guide to the state of the industry 
as of the Fall of 1976. In one quick glance, 
the reader can get a summary of each 



The enter tabiment 
Value of Record Report 

may be news to you. 

Record Report is a 
syndicated feature that 
brings the most newsworthy recording artists 
to your station twice a day. Each three and 
a half minute show. features Robert W. Morgan 
with three news items about today's hottest 
hitmakers, including a voice actuality of one of 
them. During the past year, Record Report 
has featured actualities with practically 
every major recording personality, from 
Elton John to Olivia Newton -John. 
So we offer your station the chance 
to feature artists who are often 
inaccessible to your competition. 

On top of that, you may find 
that Record Report can help you 
fulfill your news commitment. 

All this makes Record Report a 

priceless feature. And 
in fact, that's exactly 

what it is, because it's provided without charge 
exclusively to one station in a broadcast area. 

We supply two programs each weekday, 
for a total of ten shows a week. Each contains 
a one minute commercial for a national 

sponsor to be run as part of the program. 
You then have the option of running each 

show a second time, and selling the com- 
mercial slot to a non -competitive local 

sponsor. If you'd like more 
information, or would like to hear 
a current week's copy of Record 
Report as a sample, call us. But 
please do it quickly, before your com- 
petition beats you to it. Because as 
they say, good news travels fast. with ROBERT W. MORGAN 

noway/ RADIO IAC. 
1610 N. Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood, CA 90028 

TELEPHONE (213) 462 -6421 
Want more details? Circle 125 on Product Info. Card 
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market surveyed by ARB. The book re- 
ports which formats are successful, the 
range of spot prices, FM performance 
and financial data. Also included are 
ratings summaries in up to 12 different 
categories. Additionally, the fall report 
of "American Radio" will include a 

breakdown of formats based on AQH 
data as a percentage of total radio lis- 
tening. The complete book is available 
for $21.00, or two copies at $19.00 
each. 

AMERICAN RADIO, c/o JAMES 
DUNCAN, GILMORE ADVERTISING 
200 MICHIGAN BUILDING 
KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN 49006 
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NEW "UNIVERSAL MODEL" 
STEADICAM AVAILABLE FROM 
CINEMA PRODUCTS 

THE TOTALLY NEW PRODUCTION 
OF THE ORIGINAL 

The 
fit 

RkeRII 
TM 

by Diegke-Ckenault 

SPRING '77 
Call us collect to reserve your market: 

(213) 883.7400. 

Want more details? Circle 127 on Product Info. Card 
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Cinema Products Corporation an- 
nounces the availability of a new "Univer- 
sal Model" Steadicam camera stabilizing 
system, which allows the camera to be 
easily removed from the system, and per- 
mits the use of one Steadicam system 
interchangeably with either a handheld 
16mm or 35mm motion picture camera, 
or a handheld video camera. 

Fully tested and proven in numerous 
film and video productions, Steadicam is 
a unique and revolutionary camera stab- 
ilizing system which effectively reduces 
production costs by releasing the moving 
camera from the constraints of dollies, 
tracks, and heavy camera platforms - 
delivering remarkably steady and jitter - 
free handheld moving shots of dolly -qual- 
ity smoothness. 

Steadicam greatly enhances the crea- 
tive latitude of the director and the cine- 
matographer, permitting new kinds of 
moving shots which were previously con- 
sidered impossible. It is ideal for use in 
the filming of documentaries, television 
specials and commercials, as well as for 
taping live concerts, interviews, "on -the- 
spot" TV commercials, theatrical and 
sports events, and other special video cov- 
erage. 

With Steadicam, the operator can 
boom up or down nearly 3 feet, he can 
pan a full 360 and tilt up or down to 
60 - all this while the camera operator 
is himself in motion, walking or running. 
By filtering out low as well as high fre- 
quency vibrations, Steadicam turns vir- 
tually any vehicle - car, boat, or aircraft 
- into a perfect camera platform. 
CINEMA PRODUCTS CORPORATION 
2037 GRANVILLE AVENUE 
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90025 
PHONE: (213) 478 -0711 

Want more details? 
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ORANGE COUNTY OCACLX -S -FM 
STEREO AUDIO PROCESSOR 

The Orange County CLX -S -FM is a 
special application version of the very 
popular CLX Limiter /Compressor /Expan- 
der. 

This device was designed to control 
pre- emphasized audio signals in such ap- 
plications as FM broadcasting, television 
audio and slow speed tape recording. 

The CLX -S -FM consists of two CLX 
Compressor /Limiter /Expander modules 
and an independent two channel High 
Frequency Limiter. 

Each of the CLX modules combine 
the separate and necessary functions of 
an ultra -fast Broadband Peak Limiter and 
a variable threshold, multi -ratio Compres- 
sor with those of an invaluable Expan- 
der Gate. 
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The compressor has smooth charac- 
teristics with a freedom from such side as 
breathing, pumping, or other distasteful 
discoloration of the dynamics. The ratio, 
threshold, attack and release settings are 
completely variable to suit the applicat- 
ion. It is no longer necessary to tolerate 
the limitations of single- function com- 
pressors. 

Although primarily designed to elim- 
inate increased noise due to compression, 
the Expander /Gate may be used to pro- 
vide up to 30 dB reduction of noise, rum- 
ble, and reverberation. Again, all the para- 
meters are adjustable with both 1:2 (Ex- 
pand) and 1:20 (Gate) ratios available. 

The High Frequency Limiter section 
offers pushbutton selection of three sep- 
arate pre- emphasis curves, allowing oper- 
ation with FM transmitters using standard 
75us or Dolby (25us) as well as those ap- 
plications using 50us. This section oper- 
ates as a voltage- controlled low pass fil- 
ter, and serves to reduce high frequency 
energy below a fixed value, avoiding dis- 
tortion or carrier overmodulation. Once 
again, careful design yields very low dis- 
tortion figures. 

When operated in the 'stereo- coupl- 
ed' mode, the Compressor and Expander 
circuits operate in tandem to obviate im- 
age- shift. The Broadband and High Fre- 
quency Limiters continue to act indepen- 
dently, reacting to transients, and do not 
cause unnecessary reductions in loudness. 

Separate functions are monitored by 
fast -acting lamps and the total gain re- 
duction is indicated by front panel meters. 
CHATEAU SEVEN GROUP, 
BOX 312, PEMBINA, N. D. 58271 
IN CANADA: 1125 EMPRESS STREET, 

WINNIPEG, MAN. R3E 3111 

Want more details? 
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HARRIS INTRODUCES CB -1201 
TURNTABLE 

The new Harris CB -1201 12" Profes- 
sional Transcription Turntable Chassis 
offers excellent sound reproduction, tight 
cueing, wow and flutter well below NAB 
requirements, and precise speed control. 
With only three rotating parts in the unit, 
operation and maintenance are simplified. 
24- hours -a -day, top reliability is assured 

through the rugged motor, simplified mo- 
tor mounting and an advance shift 
mechanism. A recessed platter, offset 

WE FOUND IT! 
Hidden amongst decaying and yellowed documents, tucked away in the cor- 

ner of a rotting steamer trunk ... discovered during the demolition of a down- 
town Soho Inn ... 

The lost exploits of England's master sleuth: 

SHERLOCK HOLMES 
As chronicled by Dr. John Watson .. . revealing for the first time, Holmes' 

most fantastic and dangerous adventures into the unknown, Withheld from pub- 
lication because of its obviously controversial nature, A. Conan Doyle's legen- 
dary character comes to life once more, for the first time coming to grips with 
the occult, the unexplainable, and the unspeakable in: 

THE FORBIDDEN FILES OF SHERLOCK HOLMES 
Six three and one -half minute segments weekly. 

For more information, call collect: (213) 466 -5128 

Want more details? Circle 131 on Product Info. Card 



Dub faster 

Dub easier 
Garner Model 1056 updates 
your dubbing operation. Five 
1200' professional copies in 
four minutes. Threads fast. Re- 
winds in 60 seconds. Single 
capstan drive and solid state 
electronics guarantee unvary- 
ing high quality. Priced low 
enough for quick payout. Write 
for brochure and names of 
users. 

GARNER INDUSTRIES 
4200 North 48th St. 
Lincoln, NE 68504 
Phone 402 - 464 -5911 

* Want more details? 
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For Some of 
the Best 
Sales Jingles 
Available, 
Give Us 
a Jingle: 
(213) 882 -0177 

Contemporary custom- produced com- 
mercials and image jingles for your ad- 
vertisers at reasonable prices. Custom 
logos for your station also available. , The 

Innovation 
Organization 

Box 3133 / N. Hollywood, CA 91609 

* Want more details? 
Circle 133 on Product Info. Card 

from the center base, allows for plenty of 
clearance for arm swing plus maximum 
protection. An exclusive '"shear action" 
idler wheel is employed to further de- 
couple the motor from the platter, reduc- 
ing both vertical and horizontal rumble to 
a minimum. 
HARRIS CORPORATION 
BROADCAST PRODUCTS DIVISION 
123 HAMPSHIRE 
QUINCY, ILLINOIS 62301 
PHONE: (217) 222 -8200 

Want more details? 
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NOSTALGIA REACHES SUMMIT 
Production is nearing completion on 

"Senitmental Journey", a 13 -week radio 
special based on the music and memories 
of the roaring 20's to the fabulous 50's. 

Available for syndication from Sum- 
mit Productions, of North Hollywood, 
California, "Journey" is designed as a 
musical tribute to the people and events 
that have shaped our world. 

l= SUMMIT 
PRODUCTIONS 

"It's the result of four years of pains- 
taking research, writing and production 
by L.A. radio's Pete Moss and John Fos- 
ter," according to Summit president and 
series executive producer Mike LaRocque. 

Designed to air one -hour per week, 
LaRocque said the program is so flex- 
ibly produced that stations wishing to air 
it in 10- minute sets per day can do so 
without losing continuity. Each of the 
five sets per hour is complete and self -re- 
lated through lyrics, events or the eras 
themselves. 

Demo -disc previews are available to 
radio stations now by contacting: 
SUMMIT PRODUCTIONS 
6605 AMPERE AVENUE 
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. 91606 
PHONE: (213) 762 -5544 

Want more details? 
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ANNOUNCING A NEW EQUALIZER 
Lamb Laboratories is now the exclu- 

sive U.S. distributor for Klark -Teknik 
Graphic Equalizers. 

Available in 1/3 Octave (DN27) or 
Stereo Octave (DN22), Klark -Teknik is 
known throghout Europe as a reliable and 
distortion -free equalizer. 

LAMB LABORATORIES 
155 MICHAEL DRIVE 
SYOSSET, N. Y. 11791 
PHONE: (516) 364 -1900 

Want more details? 
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NEW CHROMACON'1070 
SERIES FROM I V C 

A new series of videotape recorders 
that provides continuity to the standard 
IVC one -inch format, while introducing 
completely new performance specifications 
that exceed current IVC one -inch as well 
as Japanese three -quarter -inch videotape 
recorders, has been announced by Inter- 
national Video Corporation, Sunnyvale, 
California. 

Ronald H. Fried, IVC president and 
chief executive officer, said the new IVC 
1070 ChromaCon series videotape recor- 
der incorporates the basic recording for- 
mat used in all IVC one -inch videotape 
recorders produced since 1966, but has a 
totally new video and audio signal sys- 
tem. 

Signal -to -noise ratio has been increas- 
ed to 47 dB. Visible moire' has been elim- 
inated. Differential phase and gain errors 
have been substantially reduced. Both 
audio channels deliver 50 dB. The new 
video and audio specifications permit 
multi -generation dubs of up to five gen- 
erations without significant degradation 
of picture quality or color accuracy. 

The IVC -1070 sells for $10,000 to 
$12,000 depending on options. 

The new recorder has applications 
in electronic field production, off -line 
editing and studio mastering in the broad- 
cast market. 

Special attention has been given to 
the IVC- 10.70's audio system. One chan- 
nel has been designed for audio -only 
edits. Two line and two microphone in- 
puts can be mixed simultaneously in both 
audio channels. 

The new IVC -1070 offers anewly de- 
signed deck with a fully remoteable con- 
trol panel, a new tape tension control, a 

fully framed capstan servo, instant video 
confidence, and improved electronic as- 
semble and insert editing. All tape motion 
controls and editing functions are C -MOS 
logic compatible and fully remoteable. 
An electronic tape time display has built - 
in memory. 

Existing IVC one -inch libraries can 



be played back on the IVC -1070 with full 
bandwidth output and used with digital 
timebase correctors or outboard hetero- 
dyne color processors. Tapes produced on 
the IVC -1070 in the ChromaCon mode 
can be played back on existing IVC one - 
inch machines equipped with ChromaCon 
kits. A switch on the 1070 permits pro- 
duction of tapes that will replay on the 
non -ChromaCon models. 
INTERNATIONAL VIDEO CORP. 
990 ALAMANOR AVENUE 
SUNNYVALE, CALIFORNIA 94086 
PHONE: (408) 738 -3900 

Want more details? 
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NEW RADIO PROGRAMMING AND 
PRODUCTION SERVICE 

Bruce Collier, Jr., formerly with 
PAMS of Dallas, is involved in a new pro- 
duction venture that will serve broadcast- 
ers and agencies as well as production 
companies. Production and Programming 
Associates, PAPA, is offering custom pro- 
duct and access to superior syndicated 
production. For both radio ID and com- 
mercial, as well as demo information, call 
or write: 
PAPA, P.O. BOX 3394 
IRVING, TEXAS 75061 
PHONE: (214) 253 -3254 

Want more details? 
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ALPHA 1 AND BETA 1 MARK DEBUT 
OF NIKKO PRO LINE 

The new Alpha 1 dual- channel power 
amplifier and matching Beta 1 stereo pre- 
amplifier are the first products in the pro- 
fessional series of audio products from 
Nikko Electric Corporation of America. 

In the Aplha 1, voltage amplification 
is carried out in two differential amplifi- 
cation circuits - a high voltage resistant 
PNP low noise transistor and a current 
mirror cicuit with a bass time constant. 

The Alpha 1 power amplification cir- 
cuitry uses a 3 -stage Darlington connec- 
tion in the first stage. In the last stage, 
3 power transistors are arranged in para- 
llel, constituting a purely complementary 
quadruple push -pull operation. The first 
stage has been designed to drive 100 

Subscribe to 
"BP &P "and 
Stay on Top 
of Things. 

(Like the Ratings). 
Winning the rating game is the key to operating a profitable station in 

a competitive marketplace. Since its inception just two years ago, "BP &P" 
has presented the in -depth programming philosophies and strategies of over 
25 successful radio programmers, and how they're winning in their cities. 

The market profiles in "BP &P" are just one way you'll benefit from the 
good broadcast ideas that can help keep you ahead in the ratings race. And 
there's more. You'll keep on top of the latest audio /video equipment, ser- 
vices, promotion, automation, syndication . . . a complete information 
source on successful broadcasting. 

For just seven dollars (a tax -deductible business expense) we'll send you 
your own personal library of good broadcast ideas for a full year (six big 
issues). 

Fill out the coupon below, and mail it with your check or money order 
to: BP &P Subscriptions, Box 2449, Hollywood, CA 90028. 

SUBSCRIBE NOW! 

BP&P / P.O. Box 2449 / Hollywood, CA 90028 

Sta t my personal subscription to 

Broadcast 

&&Production 
UNITED STATES: 

[1 3 Years 118 issues) $18 Ll 1 Year via Air Mail $13 

2 Years 112 issues) $13 FOREIGN: 

[1 1 Year 16 issues) $ 7 [1 1 Year 16 issues) $8.50 

I have enclosed $ 

Name I Title 

Station /Company 
New Renewal 

Address Home Office 
City State /Province /Country Zip 

1 
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Wirelerr 
ifiicrophone 
3yrtemr 

The wireless microphone systems by 
Vega are a perfect blend of space age 
electronics and sophisticated audio engi- 
neering. Vega offers a variety of models to 
choose from with tiny mikes that can be 
concealed in clothing or worn lavaliere 
fashion. The transmitters are small enough 
to tuck into. a shirt pocket or clip to a belt - 
out of sight but never out of sound. Or. if 
you prefer a totally wireless hand -held 
mike, the Vega's "Performer" microphone 
contains its own transmitter and antenna. 

Vega mikes give you a new order of 
freedom, new confidence in your perfor- 
mance and delivers beautiful sound wher- 
ever you are. Because it uses the VHF band, 
reception is- clear and free of interference 
and electrical noise. When it comes to being 
heard -the only sound way to go is Vega, 
the largest selling manufacturer of wireless 
microphone systems in the world. 

Division of Cetec Corporation 
9900 Baldwin Place - El Monte. California 91731 
Telephone (213) 442 -0782 

Want more details? Circle 139 on Product Info. Card 

watts and the second stage, 30 watts, 
both in Class A operation. 

The Alpha 1 has a continuous power 
output of 220 watts per channel, mini- 
mum RMS, into 8 ohms from 20 Hz to 
20 kHz, with no more than 0.08% THD. 

The Alpha 1 is designed for rack 
mounting, has a brushed aluminum front 
panel and stainless tee? handles. 

Retail price is $599.95. 
NIKKO ELECTRIC CORP. OF AMERICA 
16270 RAYMER, VAN NUYS, CA. 91406 
PHONE: (213) 988 -0105 

Want more details? 
Circle 140 on Product Info. Card 

BEAUCART TYPE 10 RECORD /PLAY- 
BACK COMBINATION ANNOUNCED 

The Beaucart Division of UMC Elec- 
tronics Company has announced the 
availability of the Beaucart Type 10 
combination record /playback broadcast 
audio cartridge tape machine. 

Housed in a compact, 4 -1/8" high by 
111/2" wide by 15%" deep housing, the 
Beaucart Type 10 record /playback com- 
bination is used by radio stations for han- 
dling A -size cartridges. Available in either 
mono or stereo, the Type 10 combination 
mounts side -by -side for desk or rack 
mounting. 

1.11 
<, _': 

The cartridge reproducer is furnished 
with a primary (1 kHz) cue, with secon- 
dary (150 Hz) and tertiary (8 kHz) cues 
optionally available. Cue tone detectors 
utilize reliable L -C networks to provide 
relay contact output information. Front 
panel lamps on the reproducer indicate 
the presence of secondary and tertiary 
cue tones. 

Both reproducer and recorder are 
fully operative when partially or com- 
pletely removed from their slide -out cases, 
facilitating chassis inspection and main- 
tenance. Since units are independent of 
one another, one chassis may be com- 
pletely removed from service, leaving re- 
maining units capable of full operation. 
The Type 10 reproducer features the 
patented Beau pancake hysteresis syn- 
chronous motor. In addition, the unique 
Beau head assembly consists of three in- 
dependent tape guides and head mount- 
ing blocks with screw adjustments for 
height, zenith, and azimuth. Complete- 
ly non -magnetic tape guides and heads 



may be quickly and easily replaced. 
BEAUCART DIVISION 
UMC ELECTRONICS COMPANY 
460 SACKETT POINT ROAD 
NORTH HAVEN, CONN. 06473 
PHONE: (203) 288 -7731 

Want more details? 
Circle 141 on Product Info. Card 

NEW RECORD PREAMP FROM TELEX 
Telex has announced a new tape Re- 

cord /Playback preamplifier of unique 
versatility for broadcast, recording studio 
and industrial applications. Designed as a 

modular addition to their line of tape 
products, Telex states that the new RP -85 
has wide application for single and multi- 
channel use in both new equipment and 
replacement tape systems. 

The compact, monaural RP -85 will 
accommodate tape speeds from 1 -7/8 to 
15 ips in 1/8 to full track formats. A 
low speed RP -85L provides special equal- 
ization for use with cassette or open reel 
logging application (15/16 - 1 -7/8 ips). 

The unit has facilities for mixing 
and is universally matched for line and 
microphone inputs as well as line and 
monitor outputs. Independent line and 
cue amplifiers permit monitoring without 
loading the program output. Self -syn- 
chronizing bias permits multi -channel 
operation including stereo monitoring. 
Two isolated DC outputs provide contin- 
uous or record -mode controlled voltage 
for external relay or lamp operation. Pro- 
grammable connectors accommodate 
various head impedances and config- 
urations. 

The RP -85 features silent FET switch- 
ing, 60 dB bias rejection and. full immun- 
ity to electromagnetic and radio frequen- 
cy interference. 

The new amplifier replaces the Telex 
RP -84, RP -110 and RP -120 units and is 
priced below $260.00. Rack mount kits, 
interconnecting cables and 240V adapt- 
ers are available as optional accessories. 
TELEX, 9600 ALDRICH AVENUE 
SOUTH, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 55420 
PHONE: (612) 884 -4051 

Want more details? 
Circle 142 on Product Info. Card 

CENTURY 21 PRODUCTIONS 
ANNOUNCES RADIO CONTEST 
SERIES 

Century 21 Productions, Inc., of 
Dallas, announced this week that pro- 
duction has been completed on its 

Broadcast Buffoonery 
By Robin Lee Grube 

". . and now the 

Channel 7 unbiased 

news report ... some 

dodo in Washington 

today..." 

OhR JIM :l 
WILL 

TOuR AIR 
or 

"Supersonics" -the refreshing jingle package that provides 
strong, fast station identification. And it gives you the 
ability to sell a slogan line, such as "Music Radio," "Stereo 
100," etc., in addition to your call letters. 

Optional electronic effects offer you a unique, exciting 
sound. Surprisingly affordable. 

"Supersonics" -another Krishane Creation. 

Krishane Enterprises, Inc. 
4601 Willis Avenue 
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403 
(213) 981 -8255 

Want more details? Circle 143 on Product Info. Card 



twelve- radio -contest series, NONSTOP 
rWO. 

The original NonStop Contests pack- 
age is on the air in over 150 markets. 
NONSTOP TWO has been pre -sold in 20 
markets. 

Century 21 general manager Dick 
Starr said, "With the success of the or- 
iginal NonStop, we decided we could 
enlarge our contest service with the ad- 
dition of traffic -building promotions for 
use in conjunction with sponsors or for 
increased outside station awareness." 

NONSTOP TWO features 300 pro- 
duction units, 23 custom jingles and a 
183 page Operations Manual. It was pro- 
duced by Dick Starr and Century 21 

writer -director Roy Nilson. 
For further information on NON- 

STOP TWO, stations should call Century 
21 vice president - sales Tom McIntyre 
at toll -free (800) 527 -3262. 
CENTURY 21 PRODUCTIONS, INC. 
2825 VALLEY VIEW LANE, SUITE 221 
DALLAS, TEXAS 75234 

Want more details? 
Circle 104 on Product Info. Card 

CBC BROADCAST CONSULTANTS 
FORMED 

A group of Los Angeles based radio 
broadcasters have formed a consulting or- 

A Circle Brings 
More Facts 
Around. 

Pfl000C1 INfONMA110N 
CARO 

! I ..;: 

If you would like more in- 
formation on the products and 
services advertised in BP &P, 
just circle the appropriate num- 
bers on the "PRODUCT IN- 

FORMATION CARD" en- 

closed in this issue. Mail it, 
postage -free, and BP &P's read- 

er service will speed the details 
to you -without cost or obli- 
gation!!! 

BP&P 48 

ganization to help medium and small 
market stations realize their fullest poten- 
tial. Specializing in programming and sta- 
tion operations, CBC has people available 
to assist in all aspects of radio broadcast- 
ing. 

CARRUTHERS 
BROADCAST 

CONSULTANTS 
Personnel at CBC are professionals 

with years of experience. Services are de- 
signed to help overcome problems exclu- 
sive to the small and medium market 
broadcaster. 

CBC has various consulting plans to 
fit individual station needs, from simple 
promotion ideas to custom formats, sales 
seminars and efficiency analysis. Exper- 
tise is also offered with license renewals 
and other FCC problems. CBC can help 
stations produce their best possible pro- 
duct, and do it efficiently. 
C B C, 1122 WEST 30th STREET, 
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90007 
PHONE: (213) 379 -5812 

Want more details? 
Circle 145 on Product Info. Card 

TONE SUPPRESSION FILTER FOR 
AUTOMATED BROADCASTING 
SYSTEMS 

A. P. Circuit, a manufacturer of 
Active Filters specializing in the Audio 
Frequency Range, has just introduced a 25 
Hertz sensor tone suppression filter for 
Automated Broadcasting systems. The 
filter suppresses 25 Hertz signals at -20 
dB. Fifty Hertz signals are attenuated by 
less than 1 dB. Higher frequencies than 
50 Hertz are passed through at unity gain. 

' ® 

Model APS -10 is a dual channel rack 
mounted 25 Hertz sensor tone suppress- 
ion filter. The unit can accept 600 ohms 
floating signals and includes a Power 
Supply required for the Active Filters. 
Input and output terminals are through 
standard female and male XLR connec- 
tors. 

Delivery is quoted at two weeks on 
the APS -10, priced at $500.00 
A.P. CIRCUIT CORPORATION 
865 WEST END AVENUE 
NEW YORK, N. Y. 10025 
PHONE: (212) 222 -0876 

Want more details? 
Circle 146 on Product Info. Card 



RETEC VIDEO TAPE CONDITIONER 
REDUCES DROPOUTS, AND 
HEAD CLOGGING 

Recently introduced by Research 
Technology, Inc., is the RETEC Video 
Tape Conditioner. Said to reduce tap( 
dropouts as much as 70% and virtually 
eliminate head clogging, the machine 
burnishes and polishes the oxide surface. 
removing dirt, chips and loose particles. 
The RETEC VTC Conditioner can be 
ordered in a variety of formats designed 
to treat tapes 1.5 or 1.0 mils thick and 
1/2, 1 or 2 inches wide. 

Straight -line threading and automa- 
tic shut -off at the end of the conditioning 
cycle are said to have made the RETEC 
VTC valuable to the professional user. 
The RETEC VTC machine conditions a 
10 4 reel of tape in less than four minutes 
without solvents and without harming the 
recorded program. Pre -recorded tape per- 
formance can also be improved signifi- 
cantly by conditioning. 
RESEARCH TECHNOLOGY, INC., 
8260 ELMWOOD AVENUE, 
SKOKIE, ILLINOIS 60076 
PHONE: (312) 677 -3000 

Want more details? 
Circle 147 on Product Info. Card 

NEW FROM ADWAR: A POST 
PRODUCTION KEYER 

The Post Production Keyer manufac- 
tured by Adwar Video Corporation, 100 
Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y., can save 
over $3,000 in equipment usually requir- 
ed to key titles into videotape. 

The keyer eliminates the need for a 
color SFG, genlock, or phase shifter. It 
adds color burst to the sync from a b &w 
camera. This forms a signal which is 
compatible for keying into either a color 
or a black- and -white image. 

Since February, 1976, 
the Ratings at KR LA, Los Angeles 

Have Virtually Tripled. 
We're Proud to be a Part of Their Success. 

The T. V. Greenleigh - Billy Pearl Co. 
Program Consultants 

1545 North Hobart Blvd., Hollywood, CA 90027 
(213) 465 -7588 

Want more details? Circle 148 on Product Info. Card 

The device renders titles and graphics 
as either white -on -black or black -on -white 
images. It has matte capabilitity to 
change the brightness of keyed graphics. 
The keyer can fade tape to black without 
the assistance of a proc amp. The keyed 
image itself can be wiped in or out. An 
external key can employ the outer shape 
of an image from an external camera as 
the outline of another keyed image from 
a second camera. Zoom or pan this out- 
line and wipes can be made with dramatic 

or functional shapes. 
The Post Production Keyer uses a 

portapack AC charger for power, and can 
be modified for other units. It sells for 
$845.00. 
ADWAR VIDEO CORPORATION 
100 FIFTH AVENUE 
NEW YORK, N. Y. 10011 

Want more details? 
Circle 149 on Product Info. Card 

COMPLIMITERTM 

MODEL 610 

Used in recording studios; disc mastering studios; sound 
reinforcement systems; TV, AM, FM broadcast stations to 
maintain a sustained average signal at a level significantly 
higher than that possible in conventional limiters, and with 
performance that is seldom attained by most linear amplifiers. 

Rack mounted, solid state, new functional styling, the 
Model 610 is in stock for immediate shipment. 

Specifications are available from: 

PENH 10NICS 
770 WALL AVENUE, OGDEN, UTAH 84404 

(801) 392 -7531 

Want more details? Circle 150 on Product Info. Card 



Classified 
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES 
Prepaid' with submitted copy: 
One Column Inch (1" x 2v. ") ... $27.50 

Column Inch (Ya" x 2 %"1 . 20.00 
'Of billing is required add 20 %) 

STATION SERVICES 

CUSTOM TAPES 
FOR AUTOMATION 

OFFERING THE FOLLOWING PROMATS 

"B" Beautiful Yesteryear 
"C" Contemporary Plush M0 -R 

"N" Nostalgic 78's 
"P" Plus sounds for Adding.AFlavor. E.G. 

Big Band Syndrome, Night Touch ... 
& libraries by Artists 

3015 BERESFORD AVENUE. BELMONT CALIFORNIA 00002 
TELEPHONE WS, 592.6106 

Want more details? 
Circle 151 on Product Info. Card 

DON ELLIOT 

11111 Creative ' Services 

3330 BARHAM BLVD HOLLYWOOD CALIF 50066 

BOX 662 HOLLYWOOD CALIF 50026 2131651 SPOT 

JINGLES 
Spectacular new package now available 
for any format. $100 per cut, including 
short and long mlxdowns of same basic. 

SYNDICATED SPECIALS 
Hosted by top contemporary or country 
artists, not unknown dj's. Avails for 
local sale. 
Moog synthesizer beds and effects for 
spots, promos, contests, etc. 5, 10, 30, 
and 60 second lengths. 

Attention Major Record Labels: 
Special projects for artist promotion. 
Contact Dave McNamee, Audio P.R. 
Division. 

COMMERCIAL PRODUCTION 
PROMOTIONS & CONTESTS 
FULL STUDIO FACILITIES 

Demos on Request 

ROCK REFLECTIONS 
Hosted by Jim Pewter 

Featuring the greatest golden hits of 
all time, plus the superstars who made 
them famous. Daily or weekly special. 
Contact Krishane Enterprises, 4601 
Willis Ave., Sherman Oaks, CA 91403 
(213) 981 -8255 

Want more details? 
Circle 152 on Product Info. Card 
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RADIO PROGRAMS 

When Chuck Cecil 
talks about 

"The Swingin' Years; 
you ought to 

listen. 
loan all the , anuslc of the 

)'s, 40's and 5U's Listen lu big band "On 
cation" broadcasts, interviews with the- 
wingiri Years" stars, the Collectors' 
',Tiler of hard to find records. 

'.ad the Sweet and Swing 
tyles of all the lamous bands 
t those great dancing years 
'buck Cecil, Amenca's Il 1 

xpert on Big Bands, 
wings it all to you on 
ihe Swingiri Years'' 

worth a listen 

The 
wIngtn' 

Years- 
I' a Bore Z 
Tireana, CA 

,49 1937 

Want more details? 
Circle 153 on Product Info. Card 

AMERICAN DISCO 
with 

KRIS ERIK STEVENS 

A weekly radio special spotlighting 
the nation's biggest disco hits, with 
guest appearances by the disco hit - 

makers and American's top disco 
d.j.'s! 
Comedy, Music, and More! 
Exciting and Saleable! 

Another Krishane Creation 

Circle 159 on Product Info. Card 

®ENTERPRISES INC. 
4601 Willis Ave. Sherman Oaks 
Calif. 91403 Phone 213/981 -825 

KRISHANE 

1 

EQUIPMENT 
FREE CATALOG & AUDIO APPLICATIONS 

CONSOLES 
KITS & WIRED 

AMPLIFIERS 
MIC. EO,ACN, 
LINE, TAPE, DISC, 
POWER 

OSCILLATORS 
AUDIO 
TAPE BIAS 

POWER SUPPLIES tM I OPAMP MABS.NC. 
NCi,is c° H Öó03r 

Circle 154 on Product Info. Card 

THE RESONATOR -is more than a 

reverb. It is the only audio effects unit 
designed for broadcast. $359.00 

Dyma -Box 1697 
Taos, NM 87571 

Circle 158 on Product Info. Card 

UREI, Sennheiser, Crown 
Emilar, Cetec, Yamaha, Otani, 

Shure, AKG, etc. 

Ì 4' 

electro- acoustic 
systems ) 

P.O. Drawer 1923 
Athens, Ga. 30601 

150 N. Hull St. 
(404) 353-1283 

Want more details? 
Circle 155 on Product Info. Card 

LA SALLE AUDIO 
We cater exclusively to the professional 
broadcast, recording, and production 
engineer. 
We represent the major professional 
audio manufacturers, Such as Scully, 
Tascarn, JBL, Neumann, AKG, UREI, 
3M, Inovonics, Crown, Electro- Voice, 
Nortronics, Auditronics, Cetec, and 
many, many more. 
Call us for all your professional audio 
needs! 
Competitive prices. Most items in stock. 

740 Rush St., Chicago, IL 60611 
(312) 266 -7500 

Want more details? 
Circle 156 on Product Info. Card 

EMPLOYMENT 

LOOKING FOR A BETTER JOB? 

"The People Bank" will put you in 
touch with radio and tv stations looking 
for new people. Send short resume', 
type position and area you are looking 
for now. We'll add your name to "The 
People Bank" list supplied to radio and 
tv stations across America. This service 
is FREE!! Send info to: 

THE PEOPLE BANK 
Audio Sellers, Inc. 

Box 23355, Nashville, TN, 37202 
or call TOLL FREE 1- 800 -251 -2058 

"THE PEOPLE BANK" WILL HELP 
YOU FIND THE PERSONNEL YOU 
NEED, QUICKLY AND 
E CONOM ICA L LY III 

Subscribe to the broadcast industry's 
most unique service, "THE PEOPLE 
BANK." It's the simplest and most 
economical way to find an announcer; 
program director; salesman; or produc- 
tion person. By making one TOLL 
FREE phone call, you'll be able to have 
"The People Bank" send you a complete 
list of people from your area and all 
across America who are seeking posi- 
tions. ACT NOW and receive the reg- 

ular $99.00 yearly subscription for just 
$49.00. Complete details from: 

THE PEOPLE BANK 
Audio Sellers, Inc. 

Box 23355, Nashville, TN, 37202 
or call TOLL FREE 1.800- 251 -2058 



IF M0 ; EY TALKS, 
FILMWAYS RADIO 

IS w0 'TN LISTENING T0. 
Filmways Radio Inc. is offering a 

syndicated radio format that adds 
up. In both dollars and sense. 

First of all, Filmways Radio has 
the financial resources necessary 
to sustain quality program- 
ming on a long -term 
basis. We're a sub- 
sidiary of Filmways 
Inc., whose other 
entertainment interests 
include publishing, television 
syndication, motion picture production, the 
manufacturing of broadcasting equipment 
and studio recording operations. So unlike 
other radio syndicators, we have the financial 
stability to avoid the "hear today, gone 
tomorrow" syndrome. 

And when you 
listen to our format, 
you'll be hearing 
money talking. 
Because it has been 
specifically designed 
to attract the heart 
of the country's 
buying population, 
adults between 
the ages of 20 and 
40. That's why 

Iwe've given this first 
format the trade name 
"20/40:' The sound 
itself is being created in 

our Wally Heider Studios 
in Hollywood. 

But Filmways Radio is 
offering more than just a 

sound. We're offering a 
comprehensive package that 
wraps up market research, 

customized programming, 
automated equipment, 

continuing consultation and personalized 
customer service. 

And we're not talking a huge amount of 
money to deliver all this. So call John Price 

or Steve Epstein, 
or send in the 
coupon below. We'll 
send you a sample 
of the quality of 
our sound and our 
programming called 
"Our Plug" But 
do it soon. Because 
when money talks, 
chances are your 
competitors will be 
listening, too. 

Filmways Rad 
1610 N. Cahuenga Blvd.. H( 

Telephone: (213) 

Station Owner 
Station Manager 

io, Inc. 
illywrod. CA 90028 
462 -6421 

(Check one) Name 

City 

Station 

Address 

State Zip 

Telephone (Area Code) t----------------------------- - - - --J 

1Ilmw1lYr RI1D10 InC. 
1610 N. Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood, CA 90028 

See us at the N.A.B. Convention 
in the Hamilton Room at the Sheraton Park Hotel. 

Want more details? Circle 157 on Product Info. Card 



RADIOARTS 
Now Presents Two Great Formats. 

F r 

Today's most exciting adult MOR format. 
"The Entertainers" is current and 

all time at the same time. The giant 
standard artists are joined by today's 
new adult popular stars in an exciting 

mood -setting mix of the best known 
music of our time. Enjoy program 
control and consistency again, 
make your station an "Entertainer ". 

- - - - - - - 
Radio Arts, Inc. 
210 N. Pass Avenue 
Burbank. California 91505 

Ves! Send me a demo of "Easy Country" 
Reel Cassette 
Ves! Send me a demo of "The Entertainers' 
Reel Cassette 

In the middle of the country road. 
The fresh new sound in radio. one of the most important country 
The purest blend of modern libraries ever assembled. 

country's greatest hits. A musical Melody and lyric involvement 
balance and consistency rarely only the finest country can deliver. 
offered. Non -stop familiarity from The center best of America's 4 own music. \. Complete Format 

Automated 
Services 
RadioSW 

for 
tlons. 

Automated Radio Arts, Inc. snon- 
Sude 104. 210 North Pass Avenue, Burbank, California 91505 (213) 841 -0225 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

Name I 

Title 

II Station _ Present Formal I 
Address I 
City State Zlp 

I 
Telephone I 

See you at the NAB Washington, D.C. Sheraton Park Hotel Suite A -600 
March 27 -30 
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